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Investigating Argument Relatedness Based on Linguistic Knowledge
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Abstract—In this contribution, we explore the type of linguistic knowledge that is required to establish relatedness between a claim and a justification which may be distant or in different texts, within the framework of argument mining. We propose an original annotation method based on XML-Frames and a linguistic analysis of the main resources which are needed to establish relatedness on a linguistic basis.

Keywords—Argument Mining; Linguistic Knowledge; Relatedness; Annotation.

I. AIMS AND MOTIVATIONS

One of the main challenges of argument mining is to correctly identify the statements that are justifications or that support a given claim across different types of online texts (for example, news articles, blogs, consumer reviews). This issue is called argument relatedness and it is a central point in information retrieval. It is also essential in argument mining [1]-[3]. The main objective of research on argument relatedness is to be able to mine statements which develop the same topic as the given claim and have an argumentative orientation. Broadly speaking, relatedness is a measure of the semantic and topical proximity of two text spans. These segments may differ lexically (via the use of synonyms, hyponyms or hypernyms), to name a few possibilities) or syntactically (for example, with alternations, such as active vs. passive structures). Previous research [4] has shown that establishing relatedness between an argument and a statement requires knowledge in 58% to 88% of situations, depending on the topic of the claim.

Since supports and attacks (elements that oppose a claim) of a claim mainly address the purposes, goals, functions or structure of the main concepts of the claim, previous studies have used the Qualia structure of the Generative Lexicon [5] as a knowledge representation system for relatedness. This approach pairs domain knowledge with lexical semantics in an efficient and principled way. However, this previous work also shows that Qualia structures are difficult to develop and must be defined for each topic. This makes knowledge-based argument mining an approach that, although effective, is difficult to reuse over different domains.

The current research project examines and evaluates the possibility of establishing relatedness solely on the basis of linguistic knowledge and lexical semantics. The development of general-purpose linguistic processes and resources that characterize relatedness would make the implementation of relatedness much simpler and much more reusable over domains. This contribution explores this hypothesis as well as the linguistic knowledge which is required, in particular lexical semantics.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The analysis protocol and the annotation system are presented in Section II, while Section III deals with the future steps that need to be taken to be able to establish relatedness on a linguistic basis.

II. ANALYSIS PROTOCOL

This research introduces two specificities. First, the analysis of relatedness is based on the topical content of the claim, as a claim-driven analysis allows the analysis to focus on the features of the claim and to integrate the new elements found in various statements related to that claim. In addition, the annotation is not based on standard linear text annotations but on the use of frames encoded in XML; the use of an XML-Frame approach is motivated by the fact that the elements found in statements and that are decisive for the analysis of the semantic elements of relatedness may not be adjacent, which makes text annotation, which is linear, almost intractable.

In this framework, relevant statements are extracted from the source text and fed into XML-Frames in which the features are filled in manually by annotators. Each statement found to be related to the claim and with an argumentative orientation originates an instance of the frame. The result is a set of frames which can be organized as a tree, where the root is the frame representing the claim and the children are those statements found in texts and that introduce additional constraints on the topic. These additional constraints on the claim topic characterize relatedness.

The relations of each statement with the claim are described in each frame instance through the use of features indicating the linguistic and conceptual links between the claim and the statement. Our corpus is based on texts about controversial social issues, addressing topics such as affirmative action or the gender pay gap. These are relatively complex issues, which guarantees that the need for linguistic and conceptual knowledge will be apparent. The goal is then to mine statements which are related to this claim in various texts. These statements must have a topic that is subsumed by the claim topic and an argumentative orientation which may support or attack the claim, depending on the content of the statement. The argumentative orientation is given by evaluative expressions
such as scalar adjectives, possibly modified by an adverb of intensity. Those statements are also frequently associated with discourse structures which further develop them.

The frame template we have defined for the study of relatedness is very detailed. Inside the general frame <statement>, four sub-frames are embedded (<topic>, <evaluative>, <discourse>, <arg_scheme>), with the first two subframes also including two additional subframes which allow for the identification of a main topic and a field of application for this topic.

As an illustration, let us consider the following claim: affirmative action in education is good for the economy. This claim is composed of a topic: affirmative action in education and an evaluative expression: is good for the economy. The topic is itself composed of a main concept, affirmative action and a field of application for this concept, in education. The evaluative expression is analyzed in the same way (is good and for the economy). The annotation scheme is presented below in more detail:

\[
\text{<statement> <topic> <top_main markers= , link= , concept_op= , restrictions= , annotator_confidence= > , <top_field markers= , link= , concept_op= , restrictions= , annotator_confidence= > , <evaluative> \text{<ev_main markers= , polarity= , strength= , restrictions= , annotator_confidence= > , <ev_field markers= , link= , concept_op= , restrictions= , annotator_confidence= > \text{</evaluative> <discourse> \text{<text= , type=} \text{</discourse> <arg_scheme \text{type=} , annotator_confidence= > \text{</statement>}}}
\]

To say it briefly, this frame allows the description of most features that characterize relatedness. The 'link' and 'concept_op' features respectively specify the linguistic link (exact words, derivation, semantic field, etc.) and the conceptual operation taking place between the words of the claim and the words of the text (reformulation, summarization, definition, etc.). The same description is made for the evaluative expression with, in addition, the orientation and strength of the evaluation.

The <discourse> subframe describes elements such as elaborations, illustrations, comparisons, conditions or circumstances that are not directly argumentative but can be seen as being part of the argument. Finally, the annotator is invited to specify the kind of argument scheme(s) that has been used, from a standard list of arguments [6] [7].

III. TOWARD A LINGUISTIC CATEGORIZATION OF RELATEDNESS

The 'link' and 'concept_op' features are specifically designed to allow for the linguistic categorization of relatedness. To describe the linguistic and conceptual links with the claim, the annotators can use predefined categories or natural language, until a stable list of categories can emerge through the collective observation and analysis of the corpus. Then, a categorization of the main linguistic operations can be carried out, and the associated resources can be developed and structured from existing resources. The aim of this categorization is to characterize the linguistic operations behind relatedness and to evaluate the efficiency and scope of a linguistic approach, i.e. how much of relatedness analysis can be resolved via linguistic processes.

The parameters which are under investigation, categorization and evaluation are as follows:

- the paradigmatic lexico-semantic transformations developed from the topic of the claim and its restrictions, in particular, forms of synonymy, partial reformulations (the lower representation of women in paid work), paraphrases, restrictions, opposites, forms of inchoativity (terms describing the result instead of the process) or vice-versa (for example: gender pay parity -> gender pay gap).
- the functional transformations which are related to the nature of the topic, and may induce some domain dependent lexical data (for example: providing a better balance of job opportunities for all). These functional terms are derived from linguistic resources that develop the goals or purposes of entities. These may be found, for the simplest kinds, in WordNet (examples and data can be found in [13]).
- the local syntactic transformations on the claim topic, (the gap in salary between genders),
- forms of discourse transformations such as: summarization (when the topic is long), illustration or instantiation, expression of consequence,
- the lexical data which is necessary, its structure according to lexical semantics principles [8], and its availability. A number of resources are already present in our <TextCoop> platform that realizes discourse analysis in English and French with high accuracy (about 90% accuracy in the case of the domains considered here). The version 5.1 of this platform is available at [14] while system foundations and examples can be found in [15].
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Abstract—In the recent past, word embedding techniques have shown to capture semantic and syntactic information of natural language which could be exploited to solve the Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task. Word embeddings are generated using words appearing in context. However, some co-occurrence words in context have multiple meanings and are ambiguous. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to identify the meaning of a target word by using word embeddings of context words. In this paper, we propose to use word embeddings of monosemous words for the WSD task. We consider that word embeddings of monosemous words can contribute to determining the correct sense of a target word. Also, by using word dependency in a sentence, it is possible to capture the semantic relationship between the target word and the co-occurrence word as a feature. To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed WSD method, we show that it is effective for the WSD task to use both monosemous word information and dependency relation to the target word.

Keywords-word sense disambiguation; monosemous words; word embeddings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, many words have multiple meanings, depending on the context in which they are used. Identifying the sense of a polysemous word within a given context is a fundamental problem in natural language processing. For example, an English word “bank” have different senses, such as “a commercial bank” or “a land along the edge of a river” etc. Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of determining the appropriate meaning of a target ambiguous word in its context [9].

To solve the computational WSD problem, it is usually formulated as a classification task, where the possible word senses are the classes. In the supervised learning method, bag-of-words features extracted from a wide context window around the target word are used. In the recent past, word embedding techniques (e.g., word2vec) have shown to capture semantic and syntactic information of natural language and improve performance of the WSD task [7].

In word2vec, word embeddings are generated using words appearing in context. However, some co-occurrence words in context have multiple meanings and are ambiguous. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to identify the meaning of a target word by using word embeddings of context words. For example, if the polysemous word “flow” appears in the context, it is not possible to distinguish the meaning of the target word “bank”. However, if the monosemous word “financial” appears in the context, it is easy to distinguish the meaning of the “bank”. For the word “flow”, word2vec creates a word embedding containing these multiple meanings. So, these features are not effective to distinguish a target word due to its association with polysemous words. Therefore, we would like to focus on solving this issue and explore the effective features for training WSD classifiers.

In this paper, we propose a new method for WSD using word embeddings of the monosemous words in context and word dependency. We consider that word embeddings of monosemous words can contribute to determining the correct sense of a target word. Also, by using word dependency in a sentence, it is possible to capture the semantic relationship between the target word and the co-occurrence word as a feature. We show that word embeddings of monosemous words in dependency relation to the target word is effective for word sense disambiguation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I is devoted to the related work in the literature. Section III describes the proposed WSD methods using word embeddings of the monosemous words. In Section IV, we describe an outline of experiments and experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Numerous works have recently demonstrated the effectiveness of bag-of-words model on WSD tasks. In supervised WSD, each occurrence of a polysemous word is converted into a small number of local features that include co-occurrence and part-of-speech information near the target word [14]. In this paper, we focus on supervised WSD using word embeddings.

Word embeddings are low-dimensional vector representations of words, based on the distributional contexts in which words appear. Word embeddings are effective at capturing intuitive characteristics of the words and can be generally useful in many NLP tasks [4][11]. Word embeddings as local context features have been used in supervised learning approaches [13].

Monosemous words can be employed to represent word contexts. Li et al. proposed the Chinese WSD method using monosemous words as features [6]. However, this method...
can only use limited monosemous words obtained from the Chinese thesaurus Cilin and does not use word embeddings based on neural networks. Moreover, the effectiveness of monosemous words was not verified in the Japanese WSD task. Li et al. point out that the WSD system tends to have low precision when the usage of a polysemous word is inconsistent with the monosemous words in the same class.

To obtain precise usage information, syntactic information, such as dependency relations of words has been employed. Some works exploited the dependency relations represented by the linguistic unit called bunsetsu [5][8]. These researches report that the syntactic relations are effective for WSD and document retrieval tasks. In our WSD method, we employ word embeddings of the monosemous words in context and word dependency as features and evaluate the efficiency of this WSD method.

### III. WSD Methods

#### A. Task Description

A WSD system is used to select the appropriate sense for a target polysemous word in context. WSD can be viewed as a classification task in which each target word should be classified into one of the predefined existing senses. Word senses were annotated in a corpus in accordance with "Iwanami's Japanese Dictionary (The Iwanami Kokugo Jiten)". It has three levels for sense IDs and the middle-level sense is used in this task.

In this paper, supervised classification is employed for this WSD task. This supervised method requires a corpus of manually labeled training data to construct classifiers for every polysemous word. Then, each obtained classifier is applied to a set of unlabeled examples.

#### B. Supervised WSD methods

In this section, we briefly describe the baseline WSD method and our three WSD method using word embeddings of the monosemous words in context and word dependency. The first method is the WSD method using word embeddings of the only monosemous words in context. A monosemous word is defined as a word that has only one meaning in the "Iwanami's Japanese Dictionary (The Iwanami Kokugo Jiten)". In this system, we extract monosemous words in the two words either side of the target word and represent their word embeddings. Then, a WSD classifier for the target word is constructed from a training set of their word embeddings and their appropriate sense label (Figure 2).

2) **WSD using word embeddings of the only monosemous words:** This WSD system employs word embeddings of the only monosemous words in context. A monosemous word is defined as a word that has only one meaning in the "Iwanami's Japanese Dictionary (The Iwanami Kokugo Jiten)". In this system, we extract monosemous words in the two words either side of the target word and represent their word embeddings. Then, a WSD classifier for the target word is constructed from a training set of their word embeddings and their appropriate sense label (Figure 2).

3) **WSD using dependency relations with the target word:** In this WSD system, we employ word embeddings of the words that have direct dependency relations with the target word. We extract co-occurrence words that have dependency relations with the target word and represent their word embeddings. We calculate the average of word embeddings of their co-occurrence words. Then, a WSD classifier for the target word is constructed from a training set of the average vectors of input sentences and their appropriate sense label (Figure 3).
Fig. 4. WSD Using Both of Two Methods.

TABLE I
EXPERIENTIAL RESULTS OF APPLYING THE FOUR METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Ave. Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (3.3.1)</td>
<td>70.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monosemous (3.3.2)</td>
<td>68.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency (3.3.3)</td>
<td>70.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono+Dep (3.3.4)</td>
<td>72.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) **WSD using both of the above two methods**: In this WSD method, we use both of the above two methods. According to the part-of-speech of the target word, we select which method to use from the above methods. If the part of speech of the target word is “verb”, “adjective”, “noun-affix-adverbial” or “noun-affix-adjective”, we use the WSD method that mentioned in the Section III-B2. If the part of speech of the target word is the other nouns, we use the WSD method that mentioned in the Section III-B3 (Figure 4).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed WSD method using word embeddings of the monosemous words in context and word dependency, we conduct some experiments to compare with the result of the baseline system. In this section, we describe an outline of the experiments.

A. Data Set

We use the Semeval-2010 Japanese WSD task data set, which includes 50 target words comprising 22 nouns, 23 verbs, and 5 adjectives [10]. In this data set, there are 50 training and 50 test instances for each target word.

B. Word Vector Representations

In these experiments, we use the two available pre-trained Japanese word embeddings. The first set of word vectors is “nwjc2vec” [12]. The nwjc2vec is pre-trained word embeddings constructed from NINJAL Web Japanese Corpus using word2vec. The second set is “Asahi Shimbun Word Vectors”[1]. This set is constructed from about 8 millions newspaper articles from Asahi Shimbun, which is a Japanese newspaper.

C. Preprocessing

Semantic and Syntactic features are extracted from the context of the target word (two words to the right and left) as described in the previous section. Each sentence of training data and test data is segmented into words by a morphological analyzer. As a morphological analyzer, we use MeCab[3] to obtain words and their part-of-speech. To obtain dependency relations for all words in a sentence, we use Cabocha[2] as a syntactic analyzer. Moreover, to improve performance, we remove words used as noun suffix and affix, and Japanese stop words from context words, such as “こと (thing)” and “様 (like)”, etc.

For the obtained feature set of training data, we construct classification model using Support Vector Machine (SVM). When the classification model is obtained, we predict one sense for each test example using this model. To employ the SVM for distinguishing more than two senses, we use one-versus-rest binary classification approach for each sense. As a result of the classification, we obtain precision value of each method to analyze the average performance of systems.

D. Experimental Results

Table I shows the results of the experiments of applying the four methods in the previous section. According this table, the proposed methods using word embeddings of the only monosemous words and using dependency relations with the target word achieve better results than the baseline system. However, the WSD method using word embeddings of the only monosemous words does not achieve improvement over the baseline system. As the results of these experiments, word embeddings of the monosemous words are effective for noun word sense disambiguation task except for noun-common-adverb and noun-adjective-base form. If the target word is verb, adjective and noun (noun-common-adverb and noun-adjective-base form), word embedding features of co-occurrence words are not so effective to capture the characteristics of context.

Regardless of the part-of-speech of the target word, word embeddings of the words that have direct dependency relations with the target word are effective to obtain context information. In this way, by selecting the WSD method according to the part-of-speech of the target word, we consider that the average precision of the all target words can be increased.

Moreover, we now show that the proposed method can be applied to other word embeddings. To do so, we use a word embedding based on the “Asahi Shimbun Word Vectors”. Table II shows the results of the experiments of applying the three types of word embeddings in the "Asahi Shimbun Word Vectors" (skip-gram, CBOW and GloVe). The proposed methods using these word embeddings achieve better results than the baseline system. However, the average precision of the WSD system slightly decreased in compared with the method using nwjc2vec.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a new method for WSD using word embeddings of the monosemous words in context and word dependency. The efficiency of the proposed method was evaluated on the Semeval-2010 Japanese WSD task dataset. The results showed that the proposed methods using word embeddings of the only monosemous words and using dependency relations with the target word achieve better results than the baseline system.

In the future, we will analyze the dependency relation and the co-occurrence relation between monosemous words and polysemous words to investigate the effectiveness of monosemous words for word sense disambiguation. Moreover, for providing more useful sense information, we will construct a lexical semantic resource which is useful for expressing the target relation of monosemous words.
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Abstract—Environmental factors, worsened by the increasing climate change impact, represent significant threats to European Cultural Heritage (CH) assets. In Europe, the huge number and diversity of CH assets, together with the different climatological sub-regions aspects, as well as the different adaptation policies to climate change adopted (or to be adopted) by the different nations, generate a very complex scenario. This paper will present a multidisciplinary methodology that will bridge the gap between two different worlds: the CH stakeholders and the scientific/technological experts. Since protecting cultural heritage assets and increasing their resilience against effects caused by the climate change is a multidisciplinary task, experts from many domains need to work together to meet their conservation goals. This paper discusses a method for facilitating the work for the different experts. A new ontology has been designed integrating all necessary aspects for improving the resilience of cultural heritages on site. This ontology combines the following topics: Cultural Heritage Assets, Stakeholders and Roles, Climate and Weather Effects, Risk Management, Conservation Actions, Materials, Sensors, Models and Observations, Standard Operation Procedures/Workflows and Damages.

Keywords - Ontology; Knowledge Base; Ontology Visualization; Cultural Heritage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Europe has a significant cultural diversity together with exceptional historic architectures and artefact collections that attract millions of tourists every year. These incalculable values and global assets have to be preserved for future generations. Environmental factors, worsened by the increasing climate change impact, represent significant threats to CH assets such as monuments, historic structures and settlements, places of worship, cemeteries and archaeological sites. There are almost 400 UNESCO sites in Europe, located in different climatic European regions [1][2].

Therefore, eco-compatible solutions and materials for the long-term sustainable maintenance and preservation of CH in response to the events induced by climate changes are a necessity. The research and development of these solutions will benefit from an Information and Communication platform able to provide a timely up-to-date situational awareness about the site, thus supporting decision makers to plan the actions necessary for long term and short-term maintenance, intervention and risk management against the threats of the climate change. Life cycle assessment of the interventions on CH will be performed as comparative methodology supporting the decision making process.

Section 2, “Related Work” discusses Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and existing ontologies and vocabularies in the CH domain. Section 3, “The HERACLES Project” introduces the project in which the ontology is developed and used in a Knowledge Base (KB) including two testbed case studies. Section 4 presents the creation and content of the HERACLES ontology. Since not all aspects can be covered in this paper, the focus lies on risk management, sensors, models, assets, materials and response actions. Finally Section 5, “Conclusions and Future Work” recapitulates our findings and discusses directions for future developments.

II. Related Work

During the last 20 years, there has been an increasing interest and demand for specialized scientific technologies and methodologies in the CH field. An increasing number of experts from different scientific disciplines, such as curators, archaeologists, conservators, art historians, scientists and engineers, are involved in the analysis and study of CH assets and monuments, each one of them using his own
specialized terminology. To overcome the communication gap among the CH experts, it is important to develop tools able to solve this issue. Information and Communication Technologies can support this interdisciplinary research [3].

Firstly, electronic handbooks, web-based knowledge platforms together with mobile phone applications, expert and decision support systems have been developed to improve the handling of the data and to promote the dissemination and a better understanding of the scientific information from the technical investigations. Above all, these ICTs facilitate the cooperation between CH experts. Two examples of Web knowledge tools, platforms and applications, developed by CH organizations and museums, are the following:

- An interactive website by the TATE Gallery presents information about the artworks identity, the materials, the structure and the construction technology, the description of the conservation steps, the investigation procedures, the results and the assessment of their condition state [4].
- Diadrasis, a nonprofit organization, has developed an online application entitled Viaduct [5], which classifies and explains a number of analysis and dating methods and provides basic information about the investigation methods and the related glossary.

In parallel, a correct and controlled terminology has become particularly important in the electronic documentation and presentation of the assets and of their restoration. In this respect, a number of thesauri, terminology glossaries, vocabularies and databases have been introduced, for example:

- The Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) is a structured vocabulary used to improve the understanding of the terms about art, architecture, and material culture [6].
- The European illustrated glossary of conservation terms for wall paintings and architectural surfaces (EwaGlos) is an illustrated glossary of conservation terms translated in eleven languages. The core of the glossary includes approximately 200 definitions of the terms frequently used in the field of the conservation/restoration of the wall paintings and of the architectural surfaces [7].
- NARCISSE, an European project, has developed a very high-resolution image bank, dedicated to the art treasures of Europe major museums. A multilingual glossary of terms about the conservation of paintings, illustrated with various spectral images, was developed [8].
- POLYGONOSIS is a web-based knowledge platform, designed and implemented with an educational orientation, concerning the optical and laser-based investigation methods for the study of CH objects [9]. POLYGONOSIS handles information related to the analysis of the studied materials and in this respect it offers an important background for the HERACLES ontology regarding the characterization of materials.

The design process of the HERACLES ontology included the research and analysis of existing ontologies.

The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) is a model, which provides definitions and a formal structure for describing the concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation [10]. CIDOC CRM can be extended with additional models, such as the CRM scientific observation model, or the CRM model for archeological buildings.

However, so far, no attempts have been undertaken to model the risks and the effects of climate change on CH buildings and monuments, the caused damage and the materials most suitable for restoration. We fear that the inclusion of missing ontological concepts like weather phenomena, risk analysis and crisis management into the already existing models will result in added levels of complexity to the existing ontologies. Therefore, the approach followed in HERACLES has been to create a new ontological model from scratch trying to keep it as concise as possible. The ontology has been developed in a workshop with stakeholders of the project with in-depth domain knowledge background, as described by Moßgraber et al. [11]. Hereby, it incorporates all domains that are relevant for the end-users. The following sources have been used as reference material for the new ontology: the SWEET ontologies developed at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory [12], the materials ontology from Ashino [13] and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards such as the SensorThing Application Programming Interface (API) [14] and the Internet of Things (IoT) Tasking Capability [15].

III. THE HERACLES PROJECT

The main objective of the HERACLES project is to design, validate and promote responsive systems and solutions for effective resilience of CH against climate change effects, considering as mandatory premise a holistic, multidisciplinary approach through the involvement of different expertise (end-users, industry, scientists, conservators, restorators and social experts, decision, and policy makers) [16]. This will be pursued with the development of a system exploiting an ICT platform able to collect and integrate multisource information. With the help of this platform, complete and updated awareness is provided. It will also facilitate the integration of innovative measurements improving CH resilience, including new solutions for maintenance and conservation [17]. The validation is executed in four test sites, namely Heraklion in Crete with the Minoan Palace of Knossos and the Venetian Sea Fortress of Koules and Gubbio in Italy with Consoli Palace and the town walls. These test beds represent key study cases for the climate change impact on European CH assets. The strength of HERACLES solutions is their flexibility in evaluating a large quantity of different pieces of information utilized via explicit semantic modelling tailored to the specific CH assets needs. In this context, end-users play a fundamental role. Through consequent end-user focus, we aim to develop a complete, yet flexible system that is able to embrace other test-beds as well. End-users have an active part in the project activities and have permanent access to the...
HERACLES KB, which implements the HERACLES ontology presented in this paper. Through the ontology, the stored and retrieved knowledge from the KB is language independent.

IV. DESIGN OF THE HERACLES ONTOLOGY

As outlined in the section “Related Work” we decided to create a new concise ontology model. To identify the ontological classes and relations, a workshop was held, which brought together all stakeholders of the project with their different research and domain knowledge backgrounds. This group consisted of about 20 persons. For a workshop, this number is considered too large, but was necessary due to the different required domains.

Stakeholders could assist during the design process of the ontology through an easy to use online collaboration tool with graphical ontology visualization and functions to facilitate the creation of instances (Figures 1 and 2).

The central elements in the ontology are the CH assets that need to be protected against the effects of climate change. As shown in Figure 3, a top-level class is defined to refer to any kind of CH. Risks arise from climate change effects which can cause damages to CH. As seen in Figure 3, a distinction is made between types of potential damage (“Damage Type”) and actual damage (“Damage”). The system also records potential mitigation actions and actual performed actions.

The following graphical conventions are used for the description of the HERACLES ontology:

- Continuous arrows represent semantic relationships between concepts or instances. Inverse relationships are omitted for better readability. A label next to an arrow describes the relationship.
- Dashed arrows link subclasses to parent classes.
- Dotted arrows link instances to their concepts.

Concepts in the ontology are accompanied by attributes (datatype properties). For example, an asset can have geographical coordinates or a construction period. For the sake of brevity, these are omitted in the ontology pictures.

Figure 3. The main concepts and their object properties of the HERACLES ontology.

Figure 4. Cultural Heritage Asset

Figure 5. From effect to damage, distinction between potential and actual fact.
A. Cultural Heritage Assets

Assets, which are the focus of the project, are a subclass of CH. The Asset concept is further refined with the concept Structure and, below that, Monument, Building or Wall (see Figure 4). Via these classes, the actual instances of the test beds of the HERACLES project, like the “Knossos Palace”, the “Palazzo dei Consoli”, the “Venetian Fortification” and the “Gubbio Townwall”, can be included.

Assets are located in Sites, which are classified into more specialized classes like a Settlement.

B. Climate Change Effects

In Figure 5, the distinction between potential, meaning things that may occur and facts, in the sense of actual occurrences, is emphasized. This distinction applies to effects (“Effect Type” vs. “Effect”) and damage. As an example, the ontology may contain flood as a potential effect type that may damage an asset. Besides that, the flood episodes that occurred in specific years are also registered as actual occurrences in the KB. The ontology contains the relationships between potential effects (“Effect Type”), follow-up potential effects (“leadsToEffect”) and the potential damage (“Damage Type”) they may cause. An example with instances for the classes shown in Figure 5 is given in Figure 6. Heavy Precipitation can lead to a Landslide. If such a Landslide hits an asset, it can result in Structural Damage. A specific event is shown below these generic types: A heavy precipitation episode occurred at a specific date and time, which caused a landslide in a specific area, which hits a wall and destroys it.

![Figure 6. Example for effects and caused damage and their types.](image)

![Figure 7. Classes for managing metadata of sensors, models and measurement campaigns.](image)

![Figure 8. Maintenance and response actions.](image)
C. Sensors and Simulation models

To capture climate change relevant parameters, sensors were modelled according to the SensorThings API standard, which was presented by the OGC [14]. The SensorThings API is a modern standard for providing an open and unified way to connect IoT devices, data and applications over the Web [15]. Therefore, the initial design of the ontology classes for dealing with sensor metadata is based on the data model of the SensorThings API standard. It is reasonable to follow the same standard for developing the ontology for simulation models. In practice, requesting the execution of a model is equivalent to tasking an actuator to perform a particular task but, since the tasking part of SensorThings API was not yet available, it is not considered in the paper. For this reason, the adaptation of the ontology is based on the “Internet of Things Tasking Capability” [16], in which an extension of the SensorThings API for tasking actuators is proposed.

The central concept in the diagram (see Figure 7) is the “Asset Representation”. An Asset Representation is an entity that provides data about an asset. It can be regarded as a proxy that enables access to the available data about an asset, for example, temperatures in a building, images and measurements of the building obtained in a measurement campaign or the results from a structural model. The actual sensor measurement is stored in an observation, which is connected to a data stream. The four classes on the left in Figure 7: TaskingCapability, Task, InputParameter and ParameterValue, provide support to store and manage metadata about the models. The TaskingCapability provides a human-readable description of the model together with information regarding the API that the model provides. In the HERACLES platform, there is an additional abstraction layer, namely the KB, which manages the metadata of the available models and sensors.

D. Maintenance and Response Actions

Situational awareness is achieved through continuous monitoring of the status of the CH assets combined with the results provided by the simulation models, which enable risk assessment. Evaluation of the information provided by the system and on-the-field observations enable the identification of actual or potential problems, for instance, when a risk level threshold is trespassed or a damage is observed. The modeling of such problems has been included in the ontology.

Maintenance actions not related to an issue also need to be documented. In this way, the structure of the ontology can serve as a register of past actions that can be used to better understand the current situation and support the decision making process. Suggested actions are documented in formalized guidelines, which are often supported by a specific law; these are the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) (see Figure 8).

E. Materials

Since materials have an influence on how an asset is affected by climate effects in terms of its resilience to weathering and ageing, it is important that the ontology also models information about materials and the KB contains information about materials and of which materials an asset consists of. The material area can be ground for experimentation of new solutions to be applied for maintenance and restoration/conservation of CH assets.

The classes to keep materials information in the KB are provided in Figure 9. The level of detail regarding the information about the composition, structure and properties of the materials needs further discussion with both materials experts and end users. Nevertheless, it should be noted that some ontologies associated with the handling of material related information already exist [10]. Whereas the detail of such specialized ontologies may be too excessive for its application in our use cases, they provide a reference to develop a model for the HERACLES platform. At the same time, since the aforementioned ontologies are not designed with a specific application field in mind, extra classes and properties may be necessary in the HERACLES platform for its utilization in the context of CH conservation.
F. Ontology Metrics

This section provides the metrics of the current state of the HERACLES ontology. It includes general metrics like the number of classes, data/objects properties and individuals and annotation axioms like the numbers of annotation property. Inverse properties are excluded in this listing (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class count</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object property count</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data properties count</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual count</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. ONTOLOGY METRICS

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented the design of the HERACLES ontology, which aggregates multiple domains and therefore, required the interaction of multiple domain experts. Using a tool, which supports online collaboration with graphical ontology visualization, creation of input forms, etc. speeds up this process. The ontology is the basis for further research projects, which need to tackle the problems of climate change effects and involve a set of heterogeneous sensors and processing algorithms. Furthermore, it can be used as basis for the suggestion of materials that comply with historic building materials and can be used to restore the structural health of cultural heritage assets. Apart from future possibilities, the ontology offers functionalities that are already in use: the consolidation of information describing the situation at a cultural heritage site rises situational awareness and the graphic display of concepts serves as full-fledged and navigable glossary for the project partners.

Besides the various additions to the ontology model discussed above, further work will be performed to fill the Knowledge Base using the developed ontology. Additionally, research will focus on the reasoning techniques, which will be applied to the semantic data to automatically suggest necessary preservation actions. Another imminent step is to have end-users evaluating the ontology-based decision support providing possible recommendations. This assessment will take place in a few months’ time, when the first pilot deployments will be evaluated in the field. Action will also be taken on mapping concepts from the HERACLES ontology to other prominent models, like the CIDOC-RM, to guarantee interoperability and facilitate the ontology’s reuse.

The ontology has been published here [18], where the interested reader is encouraged to examine the ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ontologies constitute an approach for knowledge representation that defines concepts and their relationships, constraints, axioms, and the vocabulary of a given domain. An ontology should be machine understandable (which excludes natural language), and should capture the consensual knowledge, that is not private to an individual, but accepted by a group as committee of practice.

Ontologies are of great importance to modern knowledge-based systems. By providing a shared schema, they facilitate query answering and reasoning over disparate data sources. However, the manual construction of ontologies is a difficult and expensive task that usually requires a collaboration between domain experts and skilled ontology engineers. Even then, once the ontology has been constructed, our evolving knowledge and updated application requirements demand a process of continuous maintenance on the ontology.

This difficulty in capturing the knowledge required by knowledge-based systems is called "knowledge acquisition bottleneck". To overcome this bottleneck, an automatic or semi-automatic support for ontology construction is desired. This area of research is usually referred to as ontology learning [1]-[3].

We present in this paper a survey of ontology learning from text. Section 2 introduces the ontology concept as it is considered in this discipline. Section 3 discusses the overall process of ontology learning from text: inputs, approaches, techniques, and prominent ontology learning systems. Evaluation methods for ontology learning are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a final discussion on the contemporary trends and remaining challenges in the field.

II. ONTOLOGIES

Before defining the process of ontology learning from text, we must first clarify what we mean by the term "ontology." The term "ontology" comes from the branch of philosophy that is concerned with the study of being or existence. However, within the discipline of Artificial Intelligence, scholars, such as T. Gruber define an ontology as a formal specification of the concepts of the domain of interest, where their relationships, constraints, and axioms are expressed, thus defining a common vocabulary for sharing knowledge [4]. Indeed, these two interdisciplinary definitions are complementary; what must be represented in a knowledge-based system is what exists. In other words, an ontology is composed of two parts; the first part consisting of concepts, taxonomic relations (relations which define a conceptual hierarchy) and of the non-taxonomic relations between them. Further, the other part is constructed of conceptual instances and assertions about them. More formally, an ontology can be defined, according to [5][6], as a tuple:


Where:

• C is the set of ontology concepts. The concepts represent the entities of the domain being modeled. They are designated by one or more natural language terms and are normally referenced inside the ontology by a unique identifier.
• H ⊆ C × C is a set of taxonomic relationships between the concepts. Such relationships define the concept hierarchy.
• R is the set of non-taxonomic relationships.
• The function rel: R → C × C maps the relation identifiers to the actual relationships.
• A is a set of axioms, usually formalized into a logic language. These axioms specify additional constraints on the ontology and can be used in ontology consistency checking, as well as inferring new knowledge from the ontology through an inference mechanism.

Besides these elements, there are also the instances of the concepts and relationships, e.g., the instances of the
elements of C, H^C and R. A knowledge base is composed by an ontology \( \Theta \) and its instances.

## III. Ontology Learning from Text

Ontology learning from text refers to the (semi-)automatic support for identifying concepts, relations, and (optionally) axioms from textual information and using them to first construct and, then, maintain an ontology. Techniques from established fields, such as information retrieval, data mining, and NLP, have all been fundamental in the development of ontology learning systems. This section examines the input used to learn ontologies, their learning approaches, their techniques, and the most prominent ontology learning systems.

### A. The input used to learn ontologies

Ontology learning requires input data from which to learn the concepts relevant for any given domain and their definitions, as well as the relationships between them. Dominik Benz [7] defines three different kinds of ontology learning input data:

- Structured data: means data represented according to defined schema such as Database (DB) schemes, existing ontologies and knowledge bases.
- Semi-structured data: designates the use of some mixed structured data with free text, for example: dictionaries such as WordNet [9] or the Wiktory [10], HTML and XML documents or Wikis and User Tags.
- Unstructured data: consists of natural language texts such as Word and PDF documents, or Web pages.

The term ontology learning from text is used if ontology learning is based on unstructured data [23]. This type of resources is the most available format as input for ontology learning processes. They reflect mostly the domain knowledge for which the user is building the ontology. In addition, they describe the terminology, concepts and conceptual structures of the given domain. However, some authors, such as M. Rogger et al. [11], consider that processing unstructured data is the most complicated problem because most of the knowledge is implicit and allows conceptualizing it by different people in different ways, even using the same words. For these reasons, this paper focuses especially on ontology learning from unstructured data.

### B. Ontology learning approaches and techniques

As we have shown in the previous sections, ontology learning is primarily concerned with definition of concepts, relations, and (optionally) axioms from textual information and using them to construct and maintain an ontology. Although there is no standard regarding this development process, P. Cimiano [13] describes the tasks involved in ontology learning as forming a layer cake. As illustrated in Figure 1, the cake is composed, in ascending order, of terms, synonyms, concepts, taxonomies, relations, and, finally, axioms and rules. We shall now examine this cake layer by layer and present the different approaches and techniques used.

1) **Terms**

Terms are the most basic building blocks of the ontology learning cake. Terms can be simple (i.e., single word) or complex (i.e., multi-word) and are considered as linguistic realizations of domain-specific concepts. There are many term extraction methods in ontology learning from text. Most of these extraction methods are based on terminology and NLP research [14]-[16], whilst others are based on information retrieval methods for term indexing [17]. The leading approaches of term extraction use tokenization (or part-of-speech tagging of the domain corpus) to identify terms by manually constructing ad-hoc patterns. Additionally, in order to identify only relevant term candidates, a statistical processing step may be used to compare the distribution of terms between domain-specific and general corpora.

2) **Synonyms**

The synonyms layer addresses the acquisition of semantic term variants in and between languages. It is either based on sets, such as WordNet synsets [18] (after sense disambiguation), on clustering techniques [19]-[22] or other similar methods, including Web-based knowledge acquisition.

3) **Concepts**

Concepts can be abstract or concrete, real or fictitious. However, the consensus in this field is that concepts should include:

- Intension: formal definition of the set of objects that this concept describes.
- Extension: a set of objects that the definition of this concept describes.
- Lexical realizations: a set of linguistic realizations, (multilingual) terms for this concept.

Most of the research in concept extraction addresses the question from a clustering perspective, regarding concepts as clusters of related terms [13]. Obviously, this approach overlaps almost entirely with that of term and synonym extraction [23] and can be found in [24]-[27].

Alternatively, researchers have also addressed concept formation from an extensional point of view. For example, in the approach of [28]-[29], they derive hierarchies of
named entities from text whilst also ascertaining concepts from an extensional point of view [13].

4) Concept Hierarchies (Taxonomy)

There are currently three main paradigms to induce concept hierarchies from textual data:

- The first one is the application of lexico-syntactic patterns to detect hyponymy relations, as proposed by [30]. However, it is well known that these patterns occur rarely in corpora. Consequently, though approaches relying on lexico-syntactic patterns have a reasonable degree of precision, their recall is very low.

- The second paradigm is based on Harris’s distributional analysis [31]. In this paradigm, researchers have exploited clustering algorithms to automatically derive concept hierarchies from text.

- The third paradigm stems from the information retrieval community and relies on a document-based notion of term subsumption, as proposed for example in [32].

5) Relations (non-hierarchical)

Non-hierarchical relation extraction from text has been addressed primarily within the biomedical field, as there are a large text collections readily available for this area of research (e.g., PubMed [70]). The goal of this work is to discover new relationships between known concepts (i.e., symptoms, drugs, diseases, etc.) by analyzing large quantities of biomedical scientific articles (see e.g., [33]-[35]). Relation extraction through text mining for ontology development was introduced in work on association rules in [36]. Recent efforts in relation extraction from text have been carried on under the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program, where entities (i.e., individuals) are distinguished from their mentions. Normalization, the process of establishing links between mentions in a document, and individual entities represented in an ontology, is part of the task for certain kind of mentions (e.g., temporal expressions).

6) Axioms and rules

The extraction of rules from text occurs at an early stage [37]. Initial blueprints for this task can be found in the work of [38]. This work used an unsupervised method for discovering inference rules from the text, which was based on an extended version of the Harris’ distributional hypothesis. Furthermore, the European Union-funded project Pascal [39] on textual entailment challenge has strongly increased the awareness of the problem of deriving lexical entailment rules. The focus of Pascal, therefore, was to learn lexical entailments for application in question answering systems.

C. Prominent systems

Several ontology learning systems have been proposed with the goal of reducing both the time and cost for ontology development. We present in this section the most prominent ontology learning systems according to the following criteria: broad adoption or popularity, completeness in the number of ontology learning tasks and outcomes, or recency of work.

- ASIUM [40] is a semi-automated ontology learning system that learns subcategorization frames of verbs and ontologies from syntactic parsing of technical texts in natural language (French). ASIUM successively aggregates the clusters to form new concepts in the form of a generality graph that represents the ontology of the domain.

- Text-to-Onto [21] is a framework for semi-automatic ontology learning from texts which implements a variety of algorithms for diverse ontology learning subtask. It leverages data mining and NLP techniques in the ontology development and maintenance task. It proceeds through ontology import, extraction, pruning, and refinement.

- SYNDIKATE [42] is a system for automatically acquiring knowledge from real-world texts, and for transferring their content to formal representation structures which constitute a corresponding text knowledge base. SYNDIKATE uses only linguistics-based techniques to perform its ontology learning tasks.

- OntoLearn [43] is a system for (semi-)automated ontology learning from domain texts. OntoLearn uses text mining techniques and existing linguistic resources, such as WordNet [9] and SemCor [69] to learn, from available document warehouses and dedicated Web sites, domain concepts and taxonomic relations among them.

- CRCTOL [44], known as Concept-Relation-Concept Tuple-based Ontology Learning, is a system to mine ontologies automatically from domain specific documents. CRCTOL uses linguistics and statistics-based techniques to perform its ontology learning tasks.

- OntoGain [22] is a system for unsupervised ontology acquisition from unstructured text which relies on multi-word term extraction. OntoGain uses linguistics and statistics-based techniques to perform its ontology learning tasks.

- OntoCmaps [58] is a domain-independent and ontology learning tool that extracts deep semantic representations from corpora. OntoCmaps generates rich conceptual representations in the form of concept maps and proposes an innovative filtering mechanism based on Degree (number of edges from and to a given term), Betweenness (number of shortest paths that pass through a term), PageRank (fraction of time spent visiting a term) and Hits (ranks terms according to the importance of hubs and authorities) metrics from graph theory.

- LexOnt [59] is a semi-automatic ontology creation tool that uses the Programmable Web directory of services. Its algorithm generates and ranks frequent terms and significant phrases by comparing them to external domain knowledge such as Wikipedia, WordNet and
the current state of the ontology. LexOnt constructs the ontology iteratively, by interacting with the user. The user can choose, add these terms to the ontology and rank terms.

Table I provides a comparison of the inputs used, outputs supported, and techniques employed by the prominent ontology learning systems from text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Input Language</th>
<th>Input Type</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIUM (2000)</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Unstructured (corpora)</td>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>Sentence parsing, Syntactic Structure analysis, Subcategorization frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Statistics-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Agglomerative Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-to-Onto (2000)</td>
<td>German, XML, HTML, Document Type Definition (DTD)</td>
<td>Natural language texts, Web docs, semi-structured (XML, DTD) and structured (DB schema, ontology) data</td>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>Part-of-speech tagging, Sentence parsing, Syntactic Structure analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Concepts from domain lexicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Hypernyms from WordNet, Lexico-syntactic patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNDIKATE (2001)</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Unstructured text</td>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>Syntactic Structure analysis, Anaphora resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Use of semantic templates and domain knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Non-taxonomic relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Concepts and glossary from WordNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Hypernyms from WordNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Lexico-syntactic patterns, Syntactic Structure analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Agglomerative Clustering, Formal concept analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Association rule mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OntoCmaps (2011)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Unstructured/semi structured text</td>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>Part-of-speech tagging and syntactic patterns based on dependency grammar formalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Relevance analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Non-taxonomic relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LexOnt (2012)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Unstructured, semi-structured (Wikipedia, WordNet) and structured (ontology) data</td>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>Linguistic patterns to determinate collocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomic relations</td>
<td>Relevance analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table I, most of the existing ontology learning systems focus only on concept and relation extraction. They generally rely on shallow NLP techniques and statistical methods. Though these systems are able to address the requirements of constructing small ‘toy’ ontologies, in time, the need for researchers to return to the basics and address more fundamental issues about knowledge acquisition bottleneck is revealed. This explains the reduction in the number of complete ontology learning systems developed in the last few years.

IV. ONTOLOGY EVALUATION

“Ontology evaluation is defined in the context of two interesting concepts; verification and validation. The definition is interesting because it also offers a way to categorize current ontology evaluation endeavors. Ontology verification is concerned with building an ontology correctly, while ontology validation on the other hand is concerned with building the correct ontology” [61].

A. Evaluation approaches

A variety of approaches to ontology evaluation have been proposed in the literature [61][62][47]. Depending on the kind of ontology and the purpose of the evaluation, these approaches can be grouped into the following categories.

1) Gold Standard-based evaluation

Attempts to compare the learned ontology with a predefined gold standard ontology that represents an idealized outcome of the learning algorithm. However, having a suitable gold ontology can be challenging, since it should be one that was created under similar conditions with similar goals to the learned ontology [62].

2) Task-based evaluation

Examines how the results of the ontology-based application are affected by using the ontology [45]. For example, in the case of an ontology designed to improve the performance of document retrieval, users may collect some sample queries and determine if the documents retrieved are more relevant when the ontology is used.

3) Corpus-based evaluation

Evaluates how far an ontology is able to cover any given domain [45]. This type of approach compares the learned ontology with the content of a text corpus that significantly covers the corresponding domain. Techniques from natural language processing or information extraction are used to analyze the content of the corpus.

4) Criteria-based evaluation

Measures to what extent an ontology adheres to certain desirable criteria. We can distinguish between measures related to the structure of an ontology and more sophisticated measures [62].

B. Evaluation tools

Since the OntoWeb 2 position statement stressed the insufficient research on ontology evaluation and the lack of evaluation tools [48], several ontology evaluation tools have been developed. They differ according to the context of the evaluation. We present the most important examples below [12]:

- Swoogle [52] is an ontology search engine that offers a limited search facility that can be interpreted as topic coverage. Given a search keyword, Swoogle can retrieve ontologies that contain a class or a relation that (lexically) matches the given keyword.
- OntoKhoj [53] is an ontology search engine that extends the traditional (keyword-based search) approach to consider word senses when ranking ontologies covering any given topic. It accommodates a manual sense disambiguation process, then, according to the sense chosen by the user, hypernyms and synonyms are selected from WordNet.
- OntoQA [54] is a tool that measures the quality of ontology from the consumer perspective, using schema and instance metrics. It takes as an input a crawled populated ontology or a set of user supplied search terms, and ranks them according to metrics related to various aspects of an ontology.
- OntoCAT [55] provides a comprehensive set of metrics for use by the ontology consumer or knowledge engineer to assist in ontology evaluation for re-use. This evaluation process is focused on the ontology summaries that are based on size, structural, hub, and root properties.
- AKTiveRank [56] is a tool that ranks ontologies using a set of ontology structure-based metrics. It processes keywords as an input, and queries Swoogle for the given keywords in order to extract candidate ontologies. After that, it then applies measures based on the coverage and the structure of the ontologies to rank them accordingly. Its shortcoming is that its measures are at the “class level” only.
- OS_Rank [57] is an ontology evaluation system that evaluates ontologies and ranks them based on class name, the degree of detail for each searched class, the number of semantic relations of searched classes, and the interest domain based on WordNet to resolve different semantic problems.
- OOPS! (OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner!) [60] is a tool that scans ontologies looking for potential pitfalls that could lead to modeling errors. OOPS! is very useful for ontology developers during the ontology validation activity, concretely during the diagnosis phase. The tool operates independently of any ontology development platform.

V. ONTOLOGY LEARNING TRENDS AND PROBLEMS

To summarize the progress and trends that the ontology learning community has witnessed over the past years, we sent queries to Google Scholar, relating to ontology learning and compared the number of returned publications from 2007 to 2017. Some of our results are shown in Figure 2.
We browsed a large number of research papers that were returned. As a result of our research, we have observed the following trends:

- The most recent literature points to an increase in interest in using Web data to address the knowledge acquisition bottleneck and to make ontology learning operational on a Web scale.
- Current research efforts are focused on either enhancing existing term recognition techniques or moving to the more advanced phase of relation discovery.
- The measures of terms extraction from texts have more or less stabilized, with an F-measure generally above 90%. The current state-of-the-art techniques are based mainly on statistical semantics, and paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations [63] - that is to say, the relevance of search terms is determined through general observations in very large samples of data and through the way the constituent parts of the search term are constructed.
- There is a noticeable trend of increased application of lexico-syntactic patterns [64], machine learning methods [65], or hybrid approach that combines lexico-syntactic pattern analysis with supervised classification [66][67] for taxonomic and non-taxonomic relation discovery on very large datasets from the Web. The relative redundancy of Web data has allowed this group of techniques that rely on repetitions and regularities to be revived and flourish.
- (Semi)-structured Web data, such as Wikipedia [68] and Freebase [41], have become a necessary part of emerging work for relations discovery.
- Efforts are not being towards the development of new ontology learning tools, but instead towards the improvement of existing ones: increasing in automation, precision, recall and F-measure.

We have also identified the following open issues:

- The fully automatic learning of ontologies may not be possible, considering that an ontology is, after all, a shared conceptualization of a domain.
- The results for discovery of relations between concepts is less than satisfactory.
- The axiom learning from text is currently in the early stages of development.
- There is a lack of reusable services for ontology learning. Many proposed ontology learning methods and approaches highly depend on their specific environment consisting of language, domain, application and input.
- A common evaluation platform for ontologies is currently absent, but is needed.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

This work presented a survey of ontology learning from text. For this intent, we have identified the ontology learning tasks, and introduced, the most used techniques to perform each task. Further, we have provided a comparison table of ontology learning systems, a brief overview of ontology evaluation, and summarized the current trends and open problems in this field. In addition to these problems, the growing use of Web data will introduce new challenges. Firstly, research efforts increasingly be dedicated to creating new, or adapting existing techniques to work with the noise, richness, and diversity of Web data. Secondly, the amount of Web data, which is growing exponentially, will be a significant challenge which merits further attention in the future. Questions of efficiency and robustness in processing data will be at the forefront of this challenge. Thirdly, as more communities of different cultural and linguistic backgrounds contribute to the Web, the availability of textual resources required for multilingual ontology learning will improve. Lastly, as the availability of ontologies increases, ontology alignment will become more pertinent.
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Abstract—Announcements of events are regularly spread using the Internet, e.g., via online newspapers or social media. Often, these events involve playing music publicly that is protected by international copyright laws. Authorities entrusted with the protection of the artists’ interests have to find unregistered music events in order to fully exercise their duty. As a requirement, they need to find texts in the Internet that are related to such events like announcements or reports. However, event detection is a challenging task in the field of Text Mining due to the enormous variety of information that needs to be considered and the large amount of data that needs to be processed. Because no benchmark data is available for the domain of music event detection, in this paper a gold standard dataset is presented and made publicly available for further development and improvement. Subsequently, a process chain for the detection of music events incorporating external knowledge is proposed. Finally, the performance of three classification models is compared using various feature sets and two different datasets. The best performances reach an $F_1$-measure of 0.94 and 0.946 for the classification of music and music event relevance, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At public events, often, legally protected media, such as music, movies and books are made available to the public. Authorities or private institutions are entrusted with the interests of the artists. This includes transferring the money collected from registered events. One of the largest private institutions in Germany is the Gesellschaft für musikalische Aufführungs- und mechanische Vervielfältigungsrechte (GEMA, English: Society for musical performing and mechanical reproduction rights) representing the rights of about 2 Million artists all over the world and with a total revenue of 1 Billion Euros a year [1]. However, if event organizers do not register an event, they will cause a loss for the holder of the rights. So far, finding unregistered events after they have taken place is very difficult and is a process mostly done manually.

Nowadays, the information that an event is taking place is often spread using online newspapers, Facebook, Twitter as well as websites. Additionally, after an event has taken place it is often discussed using the same means of communication. Spreading the information this way is often the first choice, as many people can be reached in a short amount of time. Hence, analyzing these textual data makes it possible to automatically find the information needed to uphold the artists’ rights. Text Mining, also referred to as Text Analysis, focuses on the analysis of texts in order to receive high level information and latent patterns. For example, it plays an important role in decision making in Business Intelligence, where it can simplify the decision making process by extraction the most valuable information from texts [2]. Event detection is a specific Text Mining problem in which texts are analyzed in order to mine a set of texts that have a semantic link or share conceptual patterns. More generally, it can be seen as a classification problem [3]. Consequently, event detection can be used to find indications of past or future events [4] [5].

This paper addresses music event detection. The goal is to find an appropriate way to detect public music events, which are not officially registered and, therefore, violate copyrights. The amount of data that needs to be taken into account is huge and the data can only be effectively analyzed using machine learning techniques and methods applied in automatized text classification [6].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, some related work is briefly reviewed. Sections III and IV describe difficulties in the current domain and the proposed concept. Next to a baseline based on a Naïve Bayes classifier, a Support Vector Machine (SVM), and a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) preliminary results will be discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI gives a short conclusion and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Basically, event detection is a special mining problem. The aim is to discover new or track previously identified events. In the past years, several different approaches have been developed for closed and open domains. For the former manually designed keyword lists can be used to detect specific events in texts [7]. Those keyword lists work effectively, yet need expert knowledge to define the event-specific keywords. Furthermore, keyword lists are limiting the search framework, which is why they will not work for open domains and can only be used as an additional resource for more complex event types, as is the case with the detection of music events. Another example for the detection of events within a specific field is presented by [8] and [9], both working on the detection of economic events that might influence the market, such as mergers. For open domains, [5] proposed a method using machine learning techniques, like clustering and Named Entity Recognition.
Recognition (NER) combined with an ontology (DBpedia) in order to classify Tweets into eight predefined event categories.

Similar to event extraction, the recognition of events might also be categorized as data-driven or knowledge-driven event recognition. In [8] and [9] Data-driven approaches were used, both taking mentions of real-world occurrences into account in order to classify their texts into different types of economic events. However, the data-driven approaches fail to consider semantics. In contrast, knowledge-based approaches focus on mining patterns from data to deliver potential rules representing expert knowledge. Depending on the domain or the context, linguistic, lexicographic as well as human knowledge or a combination of these is applied [10].

Much work has been done concerning event detection using different approaches within different fields. Certainly, some of the proposed methods, such as those presented in [7] and [5], can be applied for the detection of music events and our concept is based on the work by [5]. However, in the domain of music event detection, some difficulties appear. For example, events might be announced only using the name of an artist. Some of these difficulties will be discussed in later sections. Additionally, most studies on music event detection so far worked with audio and not text data. One example for a study on music events working with Twitter data is given in [11]. In their study, they identify musical events mentioned in Twitter in order to create a list including sets of artists and venues. The information can be added to an already existing list, for example, a city event calendar [11].

III. DATA PREPARATION

Since the nature of the data is very heterogeneous – different sources like Facebook and newspapers are considered – its analysis has inherent challenges. Below, some of them are discussed in more detail.

A. Data Sources

At the beginning of the study, experts, during their work on manually detecting unregistered music events, independently and arbitrarily preselected more than 1000 music event relevant and irrelevant texts from Facebook and online newspapers. This dataset was then annotated as presented below and used as a basis for our gold standard.

B. Challenges

Noisy Data: In general, texts from social media are inherently characterized by noise. For example, texts often include web addresses, telephone numbers, dates and other characters like hashtags. Furthermore, the texts posted, for example, on Facebook or Twitter are not well written in terms of their grammar and orthography. The application of standard NLP tools to correct such mistakes may lead to incorrectly written names of musicians. As these names are crucial for this study, important events may not be detected.

Text Length: Due to technical restrictions and their intended usage, texts in social media are often very short. Information is compressed as much as possible, for example, by using emoticons or abbreviations or by completely leaving out words. Therefore, the application of standard text analysis methods is often difficult, especially, if the method relies on syntactically correct structures. Considering the following text from Facebook, the application of standard Named Entity Recognition methods fails, because some syntactic features are missing:

“Foo Fighters Eintritt 19. in Hamburg”

Latent Information: Taking the example from above, the crucial information that needs to be found is – even if the text is already classified as an event – that Foo Fighters is a band name and, therefore, the text announces a music event. Typically, such information is extracted by applying methods from the field of NER as discussed in [12]. Traditionally, NER is a subtask in the field of information extraction that focuses on locating structured information in a text and assigning it to predefined categories such as names of persons, organizations and locations. However, distinguishing normal persons from singers or normal organizations from bands is challenging and presents one of the biggest problems in the selection of appropriate features as no prior information is available that indicates whether what the NER model identified is really music-related. This can be changed by adding additional information in the gazetter. This means, before the classification it is already known that, e.g., Johann Sebastian Bach is a musician. However, a much more challenging task is the identification of entities in a text such as musicians that are unknown, for example, a new band or DJ. Unfortunately, texts including these entities appear more often than texts announcing events with known entities.

Dynamic Entities: Information is always dynamic and changes in meaning depending on the time of production. The latent new NER-entities (e.g., musicians, bands or groups) change over the time. An example would be the singer and songwriter Ed Sheeran. Before he became a known musician, he would need to have been labeled as a normal person. However, now he needs to be labeled as a musician. This means, which named entities are relevant changes depending on the point of time a text was written. This triggers the requirement to simultaneously update the knowledge base of our system.

C. Gold Standard

Because there are no suitable training data available, it was necessary to create a gold standard as a basis for the training and evaluation of various classification models. As was mentioned above, texts were collected arbitrarily, including 21 texts from online newspapers and 1,097 texts from Facebook. These were manually annotated as music related or music unrelated as well as event related or event unrelated. Both decisions were made independently of each other. Due to text-inherent vagueness, the data was independently labeled by 35 people. In order to ensure the quality of the labeled data, each person was only allowed to work for 2 hours a day.

The final decision regarding what category a text belongs to was made by using a majority criterion. This criterion requires a minimum number of people to agree on a decision in order to provide a confident classification. If the minimum number of agreements was not achieved for a given text, the text was considered ambiguous and removed from the corpus. The minimum number of agreements was derived from an binomial test under the null hypothesis that each decision individually made by every study participant is conducted at random. This hypothesis thus states that $p^+ = p^- = 0.5$, where $p^+$ and $p^-$ are the decision probabilities. With respect
to the null hypothesis, for every number of agreements \( d \) a probability \( P(d|p^+) \) can be derived from the corresponding binomial distribution. The minimum number of agreements \( d_{crit} \) is equal to \( d \), where the null hypothesis can be rejected according to \( P(d \geq d_{crit}|p^+) < \alpha \). Here, \( \alpha \) corresponds to the Bonferroni-corrected significance level of 0.05/\( n \), with \( n \) being the number of considered texts. In this study, the minimum number of agreements \( d_{crit} \) was 29 for the text corpus.

As a result, the corpus consists of 19 newspaper texts and 867 Facebook texts. 335 out of the 867 Facebook texts and 14 out of the 19 newspaper texts are music relevant. Table I provides some descriptive statistics. When music event classification is considered, the number of texts that meet the Bonferroni constraint drops to 505, whereas 251 Facebook texts and 9 online newspaper texts are music event relevant. Table II provides the descriptive statistics for the music event related data. In summary, at the end, two datasets were created: one for music relevance, including 886 texts and one for music event relevance with 505 texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># texts</th>
<th># tot words</th>
<th># avg words</th>
<th>shortest</th>
<th>longest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>newspaper</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2071</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>85,965</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>87,965</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. STATISTICS OF THE DATA REGARDING MUSIC EVENT DETECTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># texts</th>
<th># tot words</th>
<th># avg words</th>
<th>shortest</th>
<th>longest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>newspaper</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>59,440</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>60,517</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to describe the data in the domain of music events, we defined an XML-schema, with which our raw data can be concisely structured in order to serve as a gold standard to train and test models in this field. Even though this work is focused on music event detection, the schema is constructed to contain various types of event data, such as music, theater, or readings. It includes, beside others, the following information:

- raw text
- source (e.g., Facebook)
- event-related (\([0, 1]\) and certainty)
- event-type-related (\([0, 1]\) and certainty)
- event location
- event-date
- persons
- different types of roles (e.g., musician, actor)
- different types of events (e.g., music, theater)

It needs to be emphasized that the relation between any text and a specific category is described twice: binary and with a numeric value. The binary description refers to the classification and thus serves as a ground truth, whereas the numeric value represents the degree of certainty. With this gold standard the following areas may be addressed:

- classification of texts regarding different event-types
- recognition of event-related entities, i.e., roles of persons, organizations and locations

Named entities are considered because they provide strong features for the classification, as was shown in [13] and [14]. For example, if the name Eric Clapton, an English singer and songwriter, appears in a text, this is a strong indication that the current text is music related. Since classic NER mostly concentrates on distinguishing between persons, locations, and organizations, a more detailed categorization including some kind of prior knowledge is needed. The entire dataset was annotated and curated manually according to the schema described so far.

IV. PROPOSED CONCEPT

The task of detecting texts concerning music events is a typical categorization task. Categorization, as a special case of classification, attempts to categorize a text into a predefined set of conceptual categories using machine learning techniques. Formally, let \( T = t_1, ..., t_n \) be a set of texts to be categorized, and \( C = c_1, ..., c_n \) a set of categories, then the task of categorization can be described as surjective mapping \( f: T \rightarrow C \), where \( f(t) = c \in C \) yields the correct category for \( t \in T \). In the field of music event detection, texts need to be assigned to one out of two main classes: related to a music event or not. Texts of the former class can be further categorized into different event types, such as public concerts. This might be of great importance as some music, e.g., religious music or classical music concerts, are license free or public music resources.

Currently, institutions responsible for the enforcement of exploitation rights have to detect unannounced music events predominantly manually and with the help of search engines. This leads to various problems. Firstly, the manual search is very inefficient on large-scale data. Secondly, the manual checking process is error-prone and differs depending on the person who judges the data. Furthermore, the current process chain can hardly be deployed in an online mode due to its semi-automated nature.

To overcome these limitations, a semi-supervised process-chain using a bootstrapping approach, as depicted in Figure 1, is proposed. The advantage of the chosen approach is that the training can start with very few but highly descriptive examples in order to create a first restrictive classifier which will be further improved in upcoming iterations until all texts are classified or no further improvement is possible. Next, each step is discussed in more detail.

A. Preprocessing

As mentioned in Section III-B, the texts we worked on mostly come from the Internet. Such texts often contain typing
errors and are often written in informal language, including
dialect. This leads to even noisier data than usual in textual
texts. Besides common shallow text preprocessing, including
stopword and punctuation removal as well as stemming or
lemmatizing, there is a strong need for additional language
information. This information can be provided in the form of
a knowledge base curated by experts. For instance, preselected
terms, such as party or live music, can be used to build the
gazetteer. Additional useful information might be venues of
interest, such as clubs or cafés, where music events often take
place. In short, information directly related to music events
can be used as a basis of knowledge. This knowledge base
can be a simple gazetteer, as is the case in our study, or can
incorporate more complex structures, as in [15].

B. Collecting Seed Texts

The most crucial task in bootstrapping is finding seed texts
which represent the concept of the classes as well as possible.
The usage of some kind of highly descriptive key words or
phrases collected from experts in this field is one possible way
to find seed texts in a highly accurate, but, nevertheless, very
restrictive way. It can be combined with the aforementioned
gazetteer.

C. Feature Selection

The next step is the selection of appropriate features to
represent the text data. Feature selection is always a critical
step in text classification tasks. On the one hand, well selected
features are necessary to achieve highly accurate results. On
the other hand, they help reduce the feature space and, as a
consequence, minimize the time complexity [16]. Traditional
frequency-based features, such as Term Frequency (TF), Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), etc. [6],
might not be appropriate in music event detection for two
reasons. Firstly, the data often origins from different sources,
thus, a term occurring in the training data might not be in new
unseen data. Secondly, social media data grows rapidly. Even
for a collection with modest size, the TF/TF-IDF matrix will
probably be huge. To reduce the dimension of such matrices,
the low-rank approximation can be used [17]. However, this
approach has a high computational cost.

As was shown in [12]–[14], named entities might be a
useful feature for text classification tasks. In a first step,
named entities are identified using any NER method, as
discussed in [12]. However, as was already discussed in
Section III-B, the named entities detected in this way are not
specific enough. Hence, domain-specific knowledge resources
like MusicBrainz, an open music encyclopedia, and DBpedia
can serve as a music database for distinguishing recognized
entities further, in order to assign appropriate roles to them,
for example, musician to a person. The richer this knowl-
edge base, the more accurate is the classification. Hence, the
database needs to be maintained in terms of a feedback loop
while the model is running. The entire process of music event
related Named Entity Recognition is shown in Figure 2. The
influence of using NER with a knowledge base is clearly shown
in Section V-B.

D. Training and Classification

The final step is to train a first classifier using the seed
texts and to try to assign categories to the other texts. This
step is repeated until no improvement of the classifier can be
achieved or no remaining texts are left.

E. System Complexity

In the following section, the system complexity shall be
briefly described on the basis of time and space.

Time Complexity: The time complexity of the system,
without considering the training and classification process,
can be described as shown in Equation 1,

\[
T(n) = T_{\text{pre}} + T_{\text{gazetteer}} + T_{\text{seeds}} + T_{\text{ner}} + T_{\text{fea,el}}
    = O(2^n) + 2O(1) + 3\Theta(l_p) + O(L|S|^3) + O(l)
\]

where \( L \) is the number of samples and \( |S| \) the number of labels
in the NER process as well as \( l \) the length of the string and \( p \)
the length of the search pattern in the string.

Space Complexity: Similarly, the space complexity can be
measured without considering the training and classification
process as shown in Equation 2,

\[
T(n) = T_{\text{pre}} + T_{\text{gazetteer}} + T_{\text{seeds}} + T_{\text{ner}} + T_{\text{fea,el}}
    = O(2^n) + O(g) + \Theta(l_p) + O(s + l) + 2\Theta(l_p) + O(f)
\]

where \( g \) is the size of the gazetteer, \( r \) the number of roles,
\( s \) the size of the trained NER-model and \( f \) the number of
features. After analyzing the time and space complexity, it
can be shown that the system requires intensive resources in
preprocessing and in identifying named entities with respect
to time and space complexity. Thus, the performance of our
system, regarding time and space complexity, depends on the
methods that are used in these two setups.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To create first baseline results, the labeled data (see Sec-
tion III-C) were categorized using three different types of
supervised machine learning methods: Naïve Bayes, SVM, and
MLP. The categorization was done once with each dataset.
Firstly, the dataset with 886 texts was used and categorized
as music relevant or not. However, as the ultimate goal is a
system for the detection of music events and not just music,
secondly, the dataset with only 505 texts was categorized as
music event relevant or not.

A. Setup

In this study, only two sources of texts concerning mu-
ic events are considered: Facebook as well as daily and
weekly online newspapers. The raw data were preprocessed
as described in Section IV-A. Furthermore, all numbers, for
example, telephone numbers and dates, were removed and,
therefore, not considered in the categorization. For comparison,
two different datasets for each dataset were created. The first dataset contains word tokens that were processed with the Porter stemmer [18], whereas for the second dataset the algorithm proposed in [19] was used. For the detection of named entities a Conditional Random Field approach was applied, as proposed by [20]. As was mentioned in Section IV-C, MusicBrainz and DBpedia were used to assign roles to named entities and were combined in order to increase the number of matches.

In this study, the following four representations of the texts incorporating different features were compared:

- bag of words (BoW) (multinomial BoW),
- TF-IDF of the BoW,
- multinomial BoW and music event related named entities (BoW+NE), and
- TF-IDF of BoW+NE.

In case of named entities only their type (role) was considered as a feature rather than the entity itself, e.g., song writer or musician were taken as a feature instead of Eric Clapton. Moreover, it was only possible to train the SVM with features.

**B. Results**

The baseline results of music relevance decisions of the gold standard dataset described in Section III-C are given in Table III and the results for the categorization of music event relevance are shown in Table IV.

**TABLE III. RESULTS FOR 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION USING STEMMING AND THE MUSIC RELEVANCE DATASET.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Micro P</th>
<th>Micro R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW)</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BoW+NE</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW)</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BoW+NE</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW)</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV. RESULTS FOR 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION USING STEMMING AND THE MUSIC EVENT RELEVANCE DATASET.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Micro P</th>
<th>Micro R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BoW+NE</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BoW+NE</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW)</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TF-IDF (BoW+NE)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models were evaluated using a 10-fold cross validation and by calculating the harmonic mean ($F_1$) of the micro-averaged precision and sensitivity. The tables show the results using stemming. The results were compared with those achieved using lemmatization and it was observed that stemming lead to slightly better results. As can be seen in Table III, the best results for the categorization of music relevance, based on the $F_1$-measure, were achieved using a frequency-based representation of words and named entities (roles) and MLP. In comparison, a combination of BoW and named entities (roles) and an MLP model achieved the best results for the categorization of music event relevance. These results are presented in Table IV. Furthermore, it was found that the best performing model and feature combination (MLP and BoW+NE) failed if the features (word) were in both, the relevant and non-relevant texts, as well as when the texts were very short or not enough strong features were available to the model. The results in both tables show that the classification results of music relevance are clearly improved when the NER features are considered.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this paper, two gold standard datasets for music event detection were presented and will be made publicly available here [21]. Furthermore, a process chain for the categorization of music related texts was proposed and a first baseline evaluation conducted. The results show that a frequency-based approach and music specific named entities together with a multi-layer perceptron models performs best for the classification of music relevant texts in comparison to a BoW and named entities representation with an SVM for the classification of music event relevance. The results for both datasets are very similar and show that adding named entities leads to an improvement in the performance.

The datasets used were relatively small, especially the one including music event related texts and shall be extended in the future. Furthermore, future research should also focus on improving the performance, i.e., by considering the Entity Power Coefficient, as shown in [13] [14], or active learning, as described in [22] [23]. Currently, some kind of neural probabilistic language models [24] are tested. Such models provide another way to represent a text by learning a distributed representation of words which enables each training sentence to inform the model about an exponential number of semantically neighboring sentences. Additionally, music events including music that does not fall under any copyright laws need to be distinguished from those events that might include copyright infringements. For this purpose, a more fine-grained categorization to separate different types of events can be realized by applying hierarchical classification methods, such as discussed in [14] [25].
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Abstract—This paper presents an ongoing PhD research project aimed at realizing a tool for semantic control - an Italian thesaurus - that could represent a repository of the Cybersecurity field of knowledge and a means starting from which the representativeness of this domain can be enhanced by increasing the terminological coverage threshold. The paper starts with a description of the methodology followed by the creation of an authoritative corpus. This latter is meant to be the source of the information retrieval for the terms that should be inserted in the Italian controlled vocabulary of Cybersecurity. Afterwards, an overall summary of the semi-automatic terminological extraction will be provided. The paper focuses on the terminological process of mapping the selected terms from the authoritative corpus to the existent standards of Information and Communications Technology Security glossaries and vocabularies by using Python scripts. The paper also focuses on the perspective of how the relationships built in a thesaurus could be migrated to an ontology as a better form of knowledge representation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The underlying idea of this PhD research project is to develop a model that is meant to guarantee the terminological coverage of a semantic resource, such as a thesaurus, and its representativeness threshold with reference to semantic variation during time. By building an Italian thesaurus related to the Cybersecurity domain, this project relies on the perspective of providing organizations with a complete knowledge representation of the field of study on Information and Communications Technology (ICT) security. The thesaurus can represent a valid support tool for information access, treatment of data and information retrieval tasks in order to improve the security decision making processes. This research project is included in one of the activities carried out in collaboration with the Informatics and Telematics Institute (IIT) [26] – National Research Council (CNR) institute located in Pisa.

This paper analyses the steps needed to construct the thesaurus related to this particular domain beginning with the selection of the sources, which have been taken into consideration in order to have an authoritative corpus from which the information of the domain can be retrieved. The goal of the research project is, therefore, to provide a solid tool in which the information on Cybersecurity could help in reaching as complete a terminological coverage as possible. To reach this latter perspective, the project aims at enhancing the terminological set of data by taking into account not only legislative documents but also social media infrastructures and, doing so, achieves a heterogeneous information repository.

The main intention of the research project is to create an Italian thesaurus on Cybersecurity, currently not existing, that can help organizations to better frame the information on Cybersecurity and provide a terminological means of support that could be useful to broadly understand the domain from a semantic point of view. Even though there are taxonomies and glossaries on Cybersecurity in Italian language, such as, for example [15], a thesaurus can be considered a service that could give a more detailed overview on this domain thanks to the possibility of creating relationships between the terms that are meant to be representative of this area of study. The semantic tangled that comes out by the creation of a thesaurus is a starting point that can facilitate the process of migrating the knowledge organization within it into an ontology system.

The purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) providing an overall presentation of how to build a semantic tool, such as a thesaurus, as a means of semantic control for a specific domain by describing the steps which characterize the corpus creation and the terminological extraction; (2) presenting a model of mapping the existent standards on Cybersecurity to all the head terms contained in the initial corpus through Python scripts in order to evaluate which candidate terms should be chosen to be part of the thesaurus; (3) opening up the perspective of migrating the terms and their relationships of the Italian thesaurus on Cybersecurity in an ontology system.

The paper is structured into five sections. Section II contains a brief presentation of the state of the art consulted for the creation of the Italian thesaurus on Cybersecurity. The studies taken into consideration in Section II specifically refer to strategies able to establish the terminological coverage threshold of a semantic resource. Section III goes deeper into the methodological approach undertaken towards the realization of the semantic means of control on this particular domain. It describes the phases related to the information retrieval, starting with the authoritative set of documents that make up the source corpus. Section IV describes the way in which the terminological extraction has been executed from these texts by using the Text to Knowledge (T2K software). Section V
outlines the methods employed to select the head-based terms with a particular overview on a mapping system between the glossary derived from the terminological extraction and the major standards vocabularies on the Cybersecurity domain, i.e., this section ends with a description of a Python script used to automatize the process of aligning the terms contained in the standards and the terms obtained by the terminological extraction. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with the proposal of converting the semantic structure of the thesaurus into an ontology system by migrating not only the terms, but also the relationships.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Many studies on the issue of evaluating the qualitative strength of a thesaurus have been carried out, like [23], which gives practical suggestions on how to create a reliable semantic resource. Other works have focused their attention on the importance of having a group of people with a high expertise in the domain that has to be analysed for the purposes of realizing a semantic tool for information retrieval. For example, [16] deals with the advantage of getting helped by domain experts who can increase the value of a thesaurus especially for what concerns the selection of terms and their relationships. Another study that is worth mentioning for its important description of a way by which corpus representativeness can be measured is [22]. The authors provide statistical formulas to calculate the size threshold of corpora in terms of linguistic coverage of a particular domain of interest. To calculate the ideal situation in which a semantic tool like a thesaurus can continue to be representative with respect to a particular domain, the terminological update within it is an unavoidable aspect to take into account, and [17] addresses this issue in greater detail.

One of the difficulties faced to set up the construction of the Italian controlled vocabulary, that aims at including as much information about Cybersecurity as possible, is that the available Italian sources on this subject seem to be quite few. A list of some Italian resources that have been used to extract information is given in Section III, Corpus Creation. The challenge, therefore, is to map the English concepts inside various terminological repositories on the Cybersecurity field to the Italian language and, by doing so, to align the description of these terms with the Italian law systems and ICT shared knowledge. There are many studies which have been carried out to develop reliable terminological sources that could guide the understanding of the Cybersecurity domain and help with the information retrieval on this subject for the creation of the Italian Cybersecurity thesaurus. Among these aforementioned studies, [8] contains one well-defined example of a helpful ontology on this subject displaying various ways of correlating Cybersecurity concepts in a semantic network process. [9] also gives light to some of the most common terms used in Cybersecurity, and [10] collects the terminology referred to the cyber-threats accompanied by the descriptions of all the terms of this repository. The latter has been helpful in placing the relationships inside the Italian thesaurus. Other important repositories that contributed to the population of terms referred to Cybersecurity vulnerabilities and threats or attacks, are the ones collected in the MITRE Corporation systems [13][14].

III. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The first step of the project is based on the retrieval of the terminological authoritative sources that are going to be the documentary corpus of the domain that has to be analysed. Subsequently, a terminological extraction from the selected documents is carried out through specific programs that are meant to execute text-processing tasks. Next, the paper describes the steps according to which a thesaurus is going to be realized starting from a validation of terms by experts belonging to the domain of interest.

With the output given by the terminological extraction, that is the controlled terminological list of terms sorted by the Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) measurement, a process of selection of the head-based terms begins by mapping the terms of the source corpus with the existent standards of ICT Security. Head-based terms are single terms that appear with highest frequency in the texts and that bring together other terms with which they are frequently accompanied, i.e., if "access" appears accompanied with many other lexical units, thus it will be the head-based term that will help in positioning its qualifiers and other terms with which occurs in the thesaurus.

For a better understanding of the system that has driven towards construction of a semantic means of control on Cybersecurity, the following Unified Modelling Language (UML) activity diagram [11] depicts the steps taken for the realization of the Italian thesaurus on this field of knowledge (Fig. 1).
The first phase of the ongoing project has dealt with the identification, the retrieval and the analysis of the existing Italian authoritative terminological sources referring to the domain of Cybersecurity. The material collected represents the reference context of ICT security and contains, as well, an important dataset both from a quantitative and qualitative point of view.

In terms of the quantitative evaluation of the documents which a corpus is supposed to contain, an established estimate does not exist in the literature. However, it is recommended to have a sizeable set of data that belong to the specific domain of Cybersecurity and consequently have a terminological coverage that could make its representativeness strong enough; a highly reliable dataset should also be present from a qualitative point of view so that the construction of a thesaurus could be as accurate as possible. The sources consulted must be considered authoritative in order for the thesaurus to become a guide that pilots the correct management of the sector-specific language. This process of gathering authoritative sources in order to make the semantic tool wide ranging is based on the principle of the hierarchy of the sources that in law considers three levels: constitutional sources (Constitution, constitutional laws and constitutional revision); legislative sources, also called primary sources (laws, decree law and legislative decree, regional laws) [7]; regulatory laws, also called secondary sources (Government Laws, local authoritative) – books, magazines and specialized articles, field specialized user profiles (experts of Cybersecurity) or social media users. One of the future prospects that will be considered for the development of this proposal is the attention to the social media world, referring to the wisdom of the crowds [2] according to which the implementation of new terms that, over time, become much more common in media jargon, should be considered in detail to understand the necessity of inserting them into the controlled vocabulary.

It goes without saying that this heterogeneity of documents that marks the source corpus from which the information about the domain is going to be studied is a remarkable advantage to reach a higher level of representativeness threshold. To give an example, in the source corpus, various documents deriving from different format and typologies have been taken into consideration, among these:

- Decree Laws;
- Parliamentary legislation;
- Penal/Administrative/Civil Code;
- Rules (GDPR);
- CERT guidelines;
- Government documents;
- Magazines that deal with the domain topics and could give another terminological output to enhance the thesaurus coverage (i.e., “Gnosis”, “Hacker Journal”).
- Glossaries (i.e., “Intelligence Glossary” [15])

Having to do with a domain under development, the hope is to run with the terminological evolution within the corpora so as to test through time the structure of the persistent value of the semantic relationships inside the thesaurus with the emergence of new terms and with the updating of the existing ones.

The constructed corpus will be the starting point from where a thesaurus will be realized and it will be characterized by a flexible set of documents that are going to vary over the years and that will be a very important aspect in order to enhance the terminological coverage level of a given domain of study.

The representativeness of a thesaurus is the key to determine its authoritativeness with respect to certain domains and geographic positioning areas. After completing the construction of the thesaurus structure, reaching what is considered to be the “gold standard” is the first purpose that the research activity aims at. It is unquestionable that this purpose could be reached only after the candidate terms have passed through a validation process by specific field experts. The latter, thanks to their level of authoritativeness in the areas of competence, represents a key step that cannot be avoided to have the approval of terms and of their semantic associations in the systems of knowledge management and organization. The international standards of reference, such as the 25964-1 of 2011 [3] and ISO 2564-2 of 2013 [4] regulations, will be followed: they will provide a standardization of the terms contained in the thesaurus that can guarantee the interoperability between various systems of knowledge management.

IV. TERMINOLOGICAL EXTRACTION

The terminological extraction is carried out once the corpus has been defined by the selection of documents which come from the authoritative legislative sources and
informative channels, such as the official magazines that contain information about the domain taken into account.

Before beginning with a semi-automatic processing of the information contained in the source corpus, the digital native documents, downloaded from the websites of the authoritative sources or Web portals, have been converted into txt format, which is the format required by the textual analysis software.

Native paper documents have been firstly scanned and saved as PDF files and have then undergone an optical character recognition process and finally transformed into txt documents.

Among the pieces of software that have been chosen for the terminological extraction, the Text To Knowledge (T2K) [25] tool has been preferred for the purposes of detecting, in further analysis, head terms that can become part of the controlled vocabulary.

T2K is a software developed by the Institute for Computational Linguistics (ILC – CNR) in Pisa (Italy) by a group of computational linguists and it is a powerful Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool that can provide, through semi-automatic text processing tasks, different forms of wordlists which include candidate terms used to populate the thesaurus. T2K allows to extrapolate the most relevant terms of the corpus on Cloud systems or by virtualization techniques, according to variables, such as accuracy – obtained by the algorithm ULISSE [18] – occurrence, frequency and disambiguation.

The first steps of this project have dealt with the lexical configuration in T2K of the desired semantic chains as output from the documents that make up the imported corpus. What has been obtained by the semi-automatic processing of T2K is a glossary of terms that refer to the domain of study which is meant to be used for the semantic analysis of the candidate terms derived from this set of authoritative digital and paper sources. The statistical measurement that characterized the basis of the terminological representation of the candidate terms in the T2K wordlist is the TF/IDF formula. According to this statistical measurement, the lexical units with the highest frequency are considered less important – such as, adverbs, or articles and prepositions, in brief the stopwords – and the output underlines the words that occur in the documents that in general are less frequent.

Only after having set the semantic configuration of the lexical units of the output given by the NLP text processing, T2K provides different ways to visualize the terms that are meant to be part of the controlled vocabulary. One of these, the so-called Broader Term (BT/NT), that corresponds to the ISO [3][4] tag standard, has been selected in order to help with the decision of inserting preferred candidate terms in the thesaurus. For a better understanding of the results of terms from the authoritative corpus, the following figures show the table given by the extraction (Fig. 2), and the knowledge graph derived from the occurrences of these terms with others inside the corpus (Fig 3). Both of these processes have been developed by using the semi-automatic terminological extraction of T2K NLP Tool. The knowledge graph is a representation of terms that are connected together, and this is the way followed for the selection of the most pertinent head-based terms.

![Figure 2 Example of terms extracted with T2K.](image1)

![Figure 3 Knowledge Graph in T2K.](image2)

V. HEAD-BASED TERMS

A semantic tool, such as a thesaurus, should represent a reliable source of information that can support the operations of information retrieval and the access to documents related to a specific domain of study. For this reason, the first phase that follows up on the creation of a corpus and the terminological extraction from these authoritative documents is strictly connected to the selection of which candidate terms should be considered as preferred terms that are to be imported in the controlled vocabulary and starting from
which the basic relationships proper of a thesaurus can be inserted.

Typically, in a thesaurus, the classical kinds of relationships that characterize the network of connections between terms are of three types, as [1][3][4] better explain:

1. Equivalent relationship characterizes the synonymy or quasi-synonymy between different terms; in a thesaurus there is one term that is going to be considered as the preferred one to which the other kind of relationships can be developed and it is marked by a tag USE, and its synonym, or the other way by which it can be seen in the domain documents, is marked by the tag UF that stands for Used For, e.g., VAPT UF Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing;

2. Hierarchical relationship is marked by two tags: BT that stands for Broader Term and represents the more general concept with reference to its more specific one which is, on the other hand, marked as NT, i.e., Narrower Term, e.g., Cyber Attacks NT Brute force attacks, or Cyber Threats NT Hacker;

3. Associative relationship defined by the standard tag RT that stands for Related Term: it represents a concept that is associated to another one, e.g., Hacker RT Cyber criminality, or Spam RT Virus; as [3] stated, “the associative relationship covers associations between pairs of concepts that are not related hierarchically, but are semantically or conceptually associated to such an extent that the link between them needs to be made explicit in the thesaurus, on the grounds that it may suggest additional or alternative terms for use in indexing or retrieval. The relationship is indicated by the tag ‘RT’ (related term) and it should be applied reciprocally”.

In order to make the Italian thesaurus on Cybersecurity a highly representative source, this paper describes a project phase that has covered the retrieval of terms contained in the NIST Glossary of Key Information Security Terms 7298 [5] and in the ISO-IEC 27000/2016 [6] standard. The purpose was that of checking if those terminological assets were present in the source corpus that has created the basis for the terminological extraction.

Since the source corpus is made up of documents written in Italian language, in order to create a semantic tool for Cybersecurity in Italian, which does not currently exist, the contrastive analysis with the glossaries in the aforementioned standards is useful for three main reasons: (1) because mapping the standard terms can prove, by verifying their presence in the source corpus, if the latter, built for the construction of an Italian thesaurus of Cybersecurity, can be conveyed as a reliable resource; (2) because matching them with the BT/NT structure of the terminological controlled list obtained through text processing software operations is a way of detecting which can be the preferred terms in the thesaurus; (3) starting from the scope notes contained in these standards, the network of the relationships that will characterize the thesaurus can comply as much as possible with the domain language usage.

The steps undertaken to analyse the standard terms list with the terms contained in the source corpus are the following:

1. After having downloaded the NIST 7298 [5] and ISO-IEC 27000/2016 [6], they have been semi-manually translated into Italian language in order to better suit the purposes of the project research of creating an Italian resource for Cybersecurity terminology retrieval; the tool that has been employed to proceed with the translation of the terms present in the ICT standards and their definitions, is TRADOS [12]. This service provides a memory repository that can catch all the translations that have been made on a document which can be used whenever, in another document, there is a term that can be translated exactly the same as in previous texts; this is highly useful in order to achieve coherence in the translation process of many texts;
2. The list of terms contained in the aforementioned standards have been assessed by a group of experts who have played an essential role in the validation of the authoritative source terms to start the cross mapping in the source corpus;
3. A Python script has been realized in order to check if all the words present in the standards were also included in the list obtained by the terminological extraction under the hierarchical form BT/NT. This script takes into account the terminological list from the whole corpus and, through a reading of its lines, the content of the file becomes analysable. Subsequently, an automatic generation of an output file text gives a list of all the occurrences (terms contained in the standards that are present in the controlled list) all at once, facilitating a screening process of the mapping system;
4. Once verified the presence or the absence of determined terms that are inserted in the standards taken into consideration, a process of selection among the head-based terms resulted from the extraction with T2K has been started with the help of the domain experts. Collaboration with the domain experts continues in order to face the challenge of deciding which terms can be considered as the best head terms that can connect the others inside the list and the standards;
5. After having chosen which terms could be considered as the preferred entries in the future Italian thesaurus, the process of building the network of the relationships has begun starting from the term definitions in the standards, and that helped in positioning the terms connected with each other in the thesaurus;
6. A draft prototype of an Italian thesaurus for Cybersecurity has been realized equipped with the Scope Notes derived from the definitions in the standards.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper aimed at presenting an ongoing work based on a PhD research project that refers to the construction of an Italian Cybersecurity thesaurus, whose terminological coverage is going to be semi-automatically enhanced.

The goal set out in this PhD path is that of migrating all the relationships that will be created in the thesaurus into relationships inside a different structure, i.e., an ontology system.

A large number of studies on the possibility of reengineering a thesaurus into an ontology have proved that
this conversion is possible through the migration of the typologies of relationships in the basic ones of the ontology. In [24], the authors have developed a methodology able to convert the basic relationships proper of the thesaurus to Web Ontology Language (OWL) language. In [19], for the AGROVOC domain, the study converged on a set of relationships the replacement of those used in a thesaurus making them more specific. Indeed, the objective behind the need of converting the thesaurus into an ontology is based mainly on the principle that the latter provides a deeper knowledge representation.

One of the most evident differences that occur between a thesaurus and an ontology is that the associative relationship in the former, RT, can be clarified by customized form of related connections which can be themselves split in different hierarchical and more specific subclasses of relationships. As [21] demonstrates with their experiment of migrating the MeSH thesaurus with OWL language, one of the limits of a thesaurus is that of providing a flattened base of knowledge in terms of RT connections among terms. Although a thesaurus can be a reliable form of domain-specific information retrieval, and can create a dense net of connections which can generate a cross-reference system able to gather all the terminology in a determined field of study, the associative relationship does not suffice to formalize the conceptual links between terms. For this reason, also [20] offers a wide perspective on this issue with its Hasti project, an ontology able to detect a more specialized kind of relationship customizing, by Universal Resource Identifier (URI) names, the typology of every one of these relationships that have to be different in order to handle a deeper form of knowledge organization of the domain that has to be represented. The purpose of the conversion from a thesaurus to an ontology is to make information readable through languages that are proper to the ontologies: Resource Description Framework (RDF), Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS), OWL. The transposition of the concepts represented through an abstract level by terms into an ontology should work to provide a better semantic representation system of the network of relationships. Thanks to OWL, it is possible to have extra semantic properties, such as the disjunction between two sets, so a complex of concepts can be separately analysed, the functional association of a property to a class and consequently the establishment of unique identifiers; the transitive property between classes useful for the creation of a much more articulate and descriptive semantic network. The efficiency of OWL relies on its formalism of language and in the possibility of applying automatic reasoning systems and developing inference on the described knowledge.

Even converting terms inside the controlled vocabulary into a class, entity and property scheme that belongs to a conceptual ontological modelling, the presence of a group of experts who will validate the associative network obtained by the reconstruction of the thesaurus in an ontology will be necessary.
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the Mathematical Formulae Search Service of the Lobachevskii-DML (Digital Mathematical Library) project. The service is based on the original method of mathematical document markup that allows establishing relations among terms, variables, and formulae. This method was tested in two different search services with different preprocessing approaches. In Lobachevskii-DML, the instances of the mathematical entities are elicited as ontology concepts. The search service enables the user to seek formulae by textual definitions of their variables by generating ontology queries in SPARQL (SPARQL stands for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, RDF is the Resource Description Framework). The paper provides an overview of the search service and discusses the dynamic generation of the queries in response to new functionality features, including seeking formulae by more than one ontology concept.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The well-known phenomenon of the rapid increase in the amount of published information in many scientific fields has led to a growth of interest towards the subject of information structuring. The ongoing global digitalization of all the existing hard copy sources makes the research in this field even more important. Usually, scientific documents have a specific structure which is defined by the field. In case of mathematical documents, the text contains formulae, symbolic notations, and terms for the entities of the field. In terms of context, mathematical texts can be divided into theorems, axioms, proofs, mathematical definitions, etc. The most common digital representation of mathematical knowledge are papers written in LaTeX language.

Kazan Federal University is working on a project called Lobachevskii-DML, which can be considered a part of the World Digital Mathematical Library (WDML) project [1]-[3]. The WDML project is focused on digitalization and organization of the entire mathematical knowledge in an accessible and efficient way. Within the project, the information is represented through a system of mathematical objects stored in a specially organized repository. This paradigm has seen many implementations so far in the form of local and, in some way, limited DML projects all over the world, e.g. "All-Russian Mathematical Portal MathNet.RU" [4], "Centre de diffusion de revues académiques mathématiques" [5], "Czech Digital Mathematics Library" [6].

Lobachevskii-DML is a digital mathematical library based on the mathematical knowledge management system OntoMath, which consists of ontologies, textual analytics tools, and applications for mathematical knowledge management [7]-[9]. The semantic search service is an important part of this project; it provides an interface to seek mathematical formulae containing variables that denote predetermined mathematical concepts.

This paper explains the fundamental principles of the markup method used for mathematical documents and the proposed formulae search algorithm [10]. The implementation of the search service based on this algorithm is also discussed, as well as the solution to an efficient formulae search by more than one ontology concept.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II covers the existing work and compares it with the proposed search method. Section III contains an overview of the Lobachevskii-DML project structure and some details on document processing and ontologies. Section IV outlines the core idea of an original Formula Markup Method. Section V provides details on the accuracy evaluation of the relations established during the document processing. Section VI includes the general description of the search service, as well as of the proposed new features. Section VII focuses on the solution to the implementation of the named features. The results of the search service modification are shown in Section VIII. Section IX covers current results and future possibilities.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Specialized search services that allow seeking information within specific collections of documents, such as scientific articles, is a fast-evolving research area. There are various systems that implement full-text search by keywords and narrow the search to scientific materials. Among these systems are well-known Google Scholar [11] and Microsoft Academic Search [12]. At the same time, a
number of researches focus on implementations that allow making queries in LaTeX markup language: Springer LaTeXSearch [13], (uni)quation [14], EgoMath [15], MiS [16], Wolfram Formula Search [17]. Some of the mentioned systems implement both approaches, for example, EgoMath allows to formulate search queries alternatively in LaTeX or natural language. However, such systems do not take into account the fact that new and specialized research areas do not often use well-established notations, and different scientific schools may use notations of their own. Lexical terminology is usually more consistent.

The novelty of our approach consists in the integration of the main functionalities of both full-text and formulae search by allowing the user to search for formulae using keywords in natural language. Instead of using mathematical expressions in a query, our approach allows using the textual names of variables that belong to the targeted formula. The search results in a formula and the text fragments which comprise variables and their textual definitions irrespective of their position in the text. Thereby, this approach integrates the functionalities of both full-text search and the search based on seeking a formula by its LaTeX fragments.

III. LOBACHEVSKII-DML

Lobachevskii-DML is built on the digital ecosystem OntoMath [18] which comprises ontologies, textual analytics tools, and applications for mathematical knowledge management. This system consists of the following components:

- Mocassin, an ontology of structural elements of mathematical scholarly papers;
- OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO}, an ontology of mathematical knowledge concepts;
- Semantic publishing platform;
- Semantic formula search service;
- Recommender system.

The core component of the OntoMath ecosystem (see Figure 1) is its Semantic Publishing Platform. It takes a collection of mathematical articles in LaTeX as an input and builds their semantic representation, which includes metadata, the logical structure of documents, mathematical terminology and formulae.

Mocassin [19], an ontology of structural elements of mathematical papers, is used to identify specific segments, for example, a theorem, a proof, a formula (15 concepts in total). The ontology also defines relations between these segments.

The OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} [7][20] concepts are organized into two taxonomies: hierarchy of areas of mathematics, including its sub-fields; hierarchy of mathematical objects such as a set, function, integral, Fourier series, etc. This ontology defines the following relations: taxonomic relation, logical dependency, the associative relation between objects, belongingness of objects to fields of mathematics, the associative relation between problems and methods. The ontology concepts contain labels, definitions, links to external resources and relations to other concepts, as well as formulae and the relevant text fragments describing variables in these formulae. The terminological sources used during the development of the ontology are classical textbooks, online resources like Wikipedia and Cambridge Mathematical Thesaurus, scholarly papers, and personal experience of practicing mathematicians at Kazan Federal University.

Mocassin and OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} ontologies are parts of OntoMath ecosystem, however, SALT (Semantically Annotated LaTeX) [21] and AKT Portal (AKTive Portal created by the Advanced Knowledge Technologies research group) [22] are external ontologies.

To be included in Lobachevskii-DML, every article goes through several stages of processing. At the stage of structural markup, the document is annotated with generic structural elements such as titles, paragraphs, sentences, etc. Then, the formulae markup is performed, each expression is classified and some are linked to the text fragments which represent mathematical entities. The instances of the mathematical entities are elicited as the concepts of OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} ontology. The semantic search service uses the ontology concepts to provide means for seeking mathematical formulae that contain notations for these concepts.

The Semantic Formula Search is built using the Semantic Publishing Platform and implements an original formula markup method.

IV. FORMULA MARKUP METHOD

In mathematical texts, we identify the following three entities: mathematical terms, symbolic notations for terms (variables), and mathematical fragments (formulae). For a mathematical term, we use a Noun Phrase (NP) acting as an extended syntactic model.
Relations among the mentioned entities are defined as follows. The first relation \textit{terms - variables} is a textual definition of a symbolic notation through scientific terms within a certain context. The second relation \textit{variables - formulae} indicates that a formula contains the symbolic notation. We assume that the appearance of the textual definition of a variable in the neighborhood of its symbolic representation points to a semantic relation between them. The idea of Maximum Permitted Distance (MPD) is used to determine this neighborhood. It is the distance in symbols to the left and to the right of the term which limits the area where a variable can be located. The context of the formula is formed by all the listed entities and relations between them.

The first implementation of the method was a search system for the Russian Wikipedia [23]. The system was based on full-text search within Wikipedia articles containing formulae. That implementation has demonstrated a working efficiency of the method. However, the full-text search focuses on the syntactic features of the searched terms instead of the semantic ones, which leads to a decrease in relevance in the case when the term is a part of some complex term. In order to solve this problem, the second implementation of the method uses preliminary semantic markup.

The formula markup method used in Lobachevskii-DML comprises two steps:

\textbf{Step 1.} Classification of Mathematical Expressions (ME). ME is considered as a \textit{Math}-annotated text. ME consists of symbols for arithmetical and logical operators, variables, variables with index, keywords, and numbers. ME is classified as a \textit{variable} in case it only consists of a variable or a variable with index. Otherwise, it is classified as a \textit{formula}.

\textbf{Step 2.} Establishing relations between variables and formulae. For each \textit{variable}, we search for its occurrences in every \textit{formula} of the document:

Let \( \{F\} \) be a set of formulae and \( \{P\} \) be a set of variables.
\[
\forall \, p_i \subseteq P, \, \text{if} \, p_i \notin f_k \subseteq F, \text{the relation} \,<p_i,f_k>\text{is established.}
\]

For each relation, the positions of the formula and variables in the text are stored as an attribute. This results in many-to-many relations between formulae and their variables (see Figure 2).

\[
f = \frac{\delta q_i}{\delta t}
\]

Figure 2. The structure of a mathematical formula.
VI. SEMANTIC SEARCH SERVICE

After being automatically processed by the formula markup application, the documents become available to the semantic search service [10][24][25] of Lobachevskii-DML system. This implementation is similar to a search by keywords since it does not depend on symbolic notations for a mathematical concept. Keywords are resolved in terms of OntoMath PRO ontology, and the relations of the ontology are used to create a search query. The user is able to limit the search context, for example, search only in definitions or in theorem statements.

The search service is a Web application implemented in JavaScript which uses the RDF query language SPARQL [26] to form a query. The result of the search is represented as a table of contextual data (see Figure 4) which contains a list of data including the symbolic notation of the chosen concept (variable), relevant formula and the context, i.e., the part of the document where the formula was found, as well as the article metadata and its text in PDF.

The alpha version of the search service was released and is now available for testing [27]. Preliminary testing was evaluated by the experienced mathematicians of Kazan Federal University. We have considered their comments and remarks in the modified version of the search service. In particular, the following modifications were suggested:

- search for formulae by more than one ontology concept, which requires dynamically generated queries with many parameters (this feature would allow seeking formulae containing several variables related to the targeted concepts);
- perform additional filtration of the results by metadata of the documents (presetting the range for publication date, the author, the publishers, etc.).

Specific problems and the results of the implementation of these features are explained in the next sections of this paper.

VII. DYNAMIC GENERATION OF SPARQL QUERIES

The implementation of both search by several ontology concepts and the filtration of the results by metadata requires dynamic generation of search queries. A query must be generated in real time in response to user actions given the fact that these actions can be diverse. The SPARQL query language in itself does not support dynamic generation of queries, thus, additional tools are required.

Even though such extension libraries exist in many variations, in case of complex queries with many parameters aiming a specific ontology structure it may be difficult to choose a suitable general-purpose tool. Several approaches to query generation were considered, among which are string concatenation, patterns and macros, and query processors such as Apache Jena ARQ (Automated Request to Query) [28]. In an effort to minimize the cost of time and memory resources for query performance, as well as to easily integrate new features in the existing search service, the decision was made towards string concatenation. This resulted in a simple, yet effective query generation process.

Another important issue that arises when generating queries with many input parameters is query performance optimization. The specifics of the SPARQL language influence the possible approaches to the optimization problem. For example, the modifier DISTINCT is a costly operator, however, SPARQL language provides the modifier FILTER, which allows subqueries usage for filtering conditions and returns a set of unique results. Thus, the usage of the modifier FILTER positively influences the execution speed of a query [29].

The search query implemented in the original version of the search service aimed at one concept only. The query conditions listed all possible relations between a variable and a formula and used the modifier FILTER to select all the relations belonging to the targeted concept. This type of query required a considerable improvement to be able to perform a search by several concepts.
The search service uses endpoint provided by Virtuoso SPARQL Query Service [30]. Virtuoso SPARQL Query Editor [31] was used for query prototyping, testing and debugging.

Figure 5 displays the structure of a search query in SPARQL that determines the connections among concepts, variables, and formulae. The conditions describing relations among formulae and variables take precedence. Then, certain independent conditions are imposed on each variable notation connected to a certain ontology concept (belonging to a class). Then, filters are applied to the class of the variables in such a way so each of the targeted concepts is linked to one of the variables of the formula. This ensures that the keywords are processed as an AND combination. The query also handles some parts of metadata to extract the publication date. The results are grouped by formula.

The execution speed of such a query is decent: 0.8, 1.5 and 2 seconds for one, two and three concepts respectively. The query results are stored in a JavaScript data model that stores formula ID and the document source, its context, variables, LaTeX representation; it also allows querying the complete metadata of the source. Thus, a full-featured base structure was ensured to prepare the data to further processing and display.

Considering the specific nature of the search system, as well as the importance of maintaining the balance between functionality and performance, the search was limited to maximum three concepts per query. This is due to the fact that every targeted variable in the formula has to be linked to an ontology concept. It means that the text containing the targeted formula must include the definition of the variable, and this definition must be recognized during the markup stage, so the relation can be established. As the accuracy of the established relations is influenced by many factors (e.g., comprehensiveness of the ontology, accuracy of noun phrase extraction, the writing style), the increase in the number of the targeted concepts leads to the limited set of formulae that can be potentially found when searching by several concepts. The relation among three variable types is quite sufficient to define the targeted formula in the given collection of the mathematical documents.

VIII. MODIFIED SEARCH SERVICE

The result of this work is an extended version of the Lobachevskii-DML search service (Figure 4). It allows seeking formulae in collections of mathematical documents by one or more ontology concepts. The implementation is based on jQuery [32], a fast and versatile JavaScript library that focuses on the interaction between JavaScript and HTML.

The extended version contains new features such as multiple tag input, a drop-down list of possible inputs containing all the relevant ontology concepts, and a list of possible contexts (which is defined by the Mocassin ontology). An extra panel (hidden by default) contains additional filters: range for publication date, search by a specific author and the publisher.

The implementation of the tag input with drop-down list uses Flexdatalist [33], an autocomplete plugin with multiple input support, so there is no need to perform multiple queries because the data is loaded at the application startup through a single SPARQL query. If the list of the concepts searched has not been changed, the usage of the JavaScript library Knockout [34] allows to avoid performing a new query and hide some of the search results when the user applies the context filter, i.e., only the results found in definitions and proofs are shown.

A search query performed by the service results in a table of contextual data containing the following columns:
- the notation of the variable corresponding to the targeted concept in the particular formula;
- the formula that contains the variable;
- the context of the document in which the formula was found;
- the publication date.

Additionally, the user is able to sort the results by publication date. The search results are grouped by formulae to decrease the redundancy of results. Each result provides an access to further information about the found formula including a list of its linked variables and the metadata of the document containing the formula with a link to the text in PDF (Figure 6).
Furthermore, some minor improvements of the interface were added: a back-to-top button, a search panel fixed to the top of the page that simplifies scrolling through the search results, and concept examples that perform an example search on click.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The semantic search service of the Lobachevskii-DML project combines both the convenience of a full-text search and the utility of formulae search. The terms of natural language query are translated into the variables checked for entry in the formulae. Based on the comments received during the preliminary user testing, several new features were implemented in order to make the interface more user-friendly. The challenges implied by the proposed features of the new functionality were solved successfully. As a result, there is an extended version of the Lobachevskii-DML semantic search service with considerable changes in the interface in the sense of both functionality and user experience.

The current version of the search service includes the following features:

- search by more than one concept (up to three); autocomplete for the input boxes, defining the context of the search (structural part of a document);
- access to full metadata on demand, filtration by metadata (date range, author, publisher), sorting by publication date;
- multi-language support (it is possible to search both in English and Russian).

Conducted tests of the extended search service showed stable results while retaining the previously achieved search relevance level (close to 68%). Search queries are generated and executed at a decent speed for the current data set. Preliminary user testing of the search results for one, two and three concepts allow us to conclude that the chosen approach was successful.

Future plans for development include further query generation and performance testing and optimization. It is worth considering the usage of text indexing for querying to make it more efficient. Additionally, the system is easily scalable with more features. More concepts can be available for searching, as the document collection is expanding. For further development, sorting search results by relevance may be considered.

The search service is currently in alpha-testing. The plans for improvement cover user interaction, as well as the algorithm of the system that defines the connections between formulae and ontology concepts and influences search relevance.

It should be noted that under this project we work on the recognition of mathematical documents in PDF which aids the development of the digital library. Handwritten text recognition is not the focus of our research; however, if some tools for digitizing such files and converting them into LaTeX format are available, it will be possible to include the resulting documents in the search service.
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**Abstract** - The vision of the Semantic Web is machine understandability for all data currently stored in web-based resources. Terminological resources, which follow the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) standards on terminology in defining concepts as unique combinations of essential characteristics (ISO 1087-1), need to become computable and Semantic Web compliant. This paper, first, describes the theoretical approach and the tool-assisted method, which underlies the turning of these terminologies into Semantic web compliant ontologies. Next, this paper presents Tedi (ontoTerminology editor), the platform developed for building multilingual terminologies, which share the same formal domain ontology. Tedi allows to export these terminologies into OWL (Web Ontology Language), RDF (Resource Description Framework), JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), and in a number of other formats, including multilingual HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) electronic dictionaries of terms. Tedi is based on a theory of concept dedicated to Terminology. Semantics is defined as the relation between terms (natural language units with meaning specialized to a domain of knowledge) and concepts (units of thought whose meaning is formally expressed as a set of essential characteristics), according to the discipline of Terminology. Tedi stores the linguistic and the conceptual dimensions in two related, yet distinct systems. This formal theory, which supplies the semantic onto-terminological layer needed for deeper data interpretability by machines, is less contrived and far more intuitive to use. It empowers domain experts to build their own semantic multilingual terminological dictionaries without having to be aware of logical formalisms like description logics. Semantic content management systems are direly needed in the domain of ancient cultural heritage. The remainder of the paper will illustrate this particular point with a use case from the domain of ancient Greek dress terminology presented from the point of view of the user (domain expert).

**Keywords** - formal domain ontology; multilingual terminologies; ISO (and W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standards; Tedi (ontoTerminology editor) software platform; ancient Greek cultural heritage.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Element & Description & Example \\
\hline
Interface & User-friendly interface & \\
\hline
Ontologies & Semantic Web compliant ontologies & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Overview of Tedi features.}
\end{table}

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a tool-assisted method to design and create multilingual domain ontoterminologies (i.e., terminologies whose conceptual system is a formal domain ontology) relying on a definition of concept as a set of essential characteristics. An essential characteristic is such that, if removed from the object, the object is no more what it is, e.g., *mortal* for ‘human being’). Such ontoterminologies are both ontologies that represent and model the concepts of a domain of specialized knowledge and terminologies that capture the verbal expression of this knowledge in different natural languages. The approach is based on the assumption that the same conceptualization of a specific domain can be shared across different linguistic communities, albeit expressed differently due to the difference in the linguistic medium. It follows that a formal domain ontotermontology can be built in order to capture a/ the conceptual layer of the domain of interest, and b/ the multilingual sets of terms denoting the concepts in the ontology. The concepts are defined in an artificial and formal language embedded in a user-friendly interface. The definitions of terms in natural language are built from the formal definitions of the concept each term denotes. This permits to guarantee some logical properties, such as coherence and completeness. What this achieves is a degree of standardization necessary for verbal communication among experts, inside and across communities of practice, based on a common understanding of their domain. This opens up new perspectives for the operationalization of terminologies for IT (Information Technology) applications. The approach is extremely useful for solving the problem of how to describe object-based knowledge of a part of the world in relation to the textual resources that refer to the same part, as is often the case in archaeology, classics, and cultural heritage studies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the motivation that led to building the ontoterminology editor Tedi [1]. Section III presents related work and briefly explains why it is not sufficient. Section IV addresses the theoretical underpinnings of the ontoterminology approach. Section V describes the Tedi platform in terms of interfaces and details a use case from the domain of application. Our domain of choice was Greek dress, a domain which is deep-seated in modern perceptions of ancient Greek culture. The conclusions and future work section closes the article.

II. MOTIVATION

Ontologies and terminologies are at the core of the Semantic Web [2]. Ontologies, defined as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [3] mainly rely on description logics for their knowledge theory and on W3C
interchange formats for their formal representation [4]. The dominant formalism for representing ontology has been the T-Box (assertions on concepts) and A-Box (assertions on individuals) in Description Logics (DL) (alias terminological logics [5]). “Concepts represent sets of individuals, roles represent binary relations between the individuals, and individual names represent single individuals in the domain. Readers familiar with first-order logic will recognize these as unary predicates, binary predicates and constants” [6]. Readers with no such background, however, will have difficulty grappling with the notion of DLs (Description Logics), better known for their decidability and the ability to infer additional knowledge, than for being intuitive [7]. The most popular free open-source editor for authoring ontologies based on these principles is Protégé [8] thanks to its powerful functionalities.

Not all terminologies rely on description logics for their conceptual system. Some terminologies follow the principles of the ISO standards for terminology work, which better match the way domain experts reason, because they are less contrived. There are numerous ISO standards for terminology work and no counterparts for dealing with ontology. The ISO 1087-1 and ISO 704, the standards on which all others should rely, were designed in times when the vision of the Semantic Web was not yet on the horizon (for a brief historical account see [9]). Their single goal was communication between humans, not IT applications [10], this is why they should be revised [11].

ISO 1087-1 [12] defines Terminology a/ as the “science studying the structure, formation, development, usage and management of terminologies in various subject fields”, and b/ as the result of the application of this science to a dedicated specialized domain, i.e., a “set of designations belonging to one special language”. ISO 1087-1 defines concept as a “unit of knowledge created by a unique combination of characteristics” and term as a “verbal designation of a general concept in a specific subject field”. Representing concepts as sets of essential characteristics, not as sets of individuals (which is what Protégé does) allows to focus more on the nature of objects than on defining their properties solely as binary relations that link them together (“roles” in DLs, “slots” in Protégé). Based on Aristotelian definitions by genus and differentia, concepts can be verbalized in a more human readable form than restrictions on roles. This type of definition is particularly useful for ontology extraction [13]. What is more, a terminological system, which is also an ontology authoring tool with logic-based formalisms and adheres to W3C standards, is extremely useful to domain experts and terminologists who do not have background in logic, but need to build their own machine-actionable and understandable domain terminologies. Tedi, a new ontology editing platform for terminologies of a given domain, was born out of the drive to respond to these needs. Formalized terminologies are essential for language processing tasks, for reasoning upon the data, for the creation of fully computable multilingual dictionaries, and for connecting object-based with text-based resources.

III. RELATED WORK

Relevant research on the state-of-the-art on representing the semantics of our data for the Semantic web points towards the following directions:

A. Ontologisation of non-ontological resources

A conceptual model of a domain is at the core of most knowledge based systems and language processing systems. The specific contribution of formal ontologies is the detailed, logical definition of the concepts and of the possible semantic relations between entities. Today one of the most prominent application of ontologies is the semantic indexing of content for resource discovery. This requires that the underlying data has rich and unambiguous semantics. The need for structuring the categories of the domain in a way that can be communicated without the risks of natural language ambiguity and polysemy has given rise to numerous efforts to use controlled languages and vocabularies. For a relatively recent state-of-the-art see [14]-[15]. This approach is similar to that of wielding the power of thesauri as a less powerful and less granular way to structure into a hierarchy the terms of a domain. Thesauri structure concepts into monohierarchic trees or polyhierarchic lattices, ontologies structure them into semantically-rich directed graphs. The example of the ontologization of AGROVOC Thesaurus is a clear manifestation of the advantage of terminologically rich domain ontologies over other types of Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) [16]. The current need to reengineer cultural heritage thesauri into ontologies is exemplified by Getty Vocabularies [17]-[18].

B. Building natural language interfaces for representing knowledge on the Semantic Web

Semantic Content Authoring and Linked Data authoring for user-friendly creation of content (manual or semi-automatic) on the web of data are rapidly emerging. Natural language interfaces support end users who are not computer experts. A range of capabilities such as the authoring of knowledge content, the retrieval of information from semantic repositories, and the generation of pattern for definitions in natural language make content management more intelligent through the injection of descriptive semantics in the process of content creation [19].

C. Building lexical models for the representation of lexical data on the Semantic Web

The primary mechanisms for the representation of lexical data on the Semantic Web has been the Lemon core model [20] (with extra modules for Syntax and Semantics, Decomposition, Variation and Translation, and Metadata [21]), further developed in the context of the W3C OntoLex community group into the new OntoLex-Lemon model [22].

D. Using existing ontology authoring environments

Before setting off, we considered using existing ontology editors. There exist different ontology editing tools, which support the creation and population of ontologies for the semantic web, but, to our knowledge, none which allows to
directly take into account the notion of ‘essential characteristic’ for defining domain concepts. In order to build our domain ontology, we used Tedi, a software which empowers domain experts to do their own ontological modelling. We decided against building our ontology directly in Protégé, even though Protégé is a feature-rich open-source platform for the construction of ontologies for the semantic web and is supported by a big user community. Protégé users have to familiarize themselves with defining classes (concepts) in terms of roles and role restrictions, which is hardly intuitive for those with no background in Logic. Granted, modelling in Protégé is a steep learning curve for non-computer scientists [23]. In contrast, Tedi supports the definition of formal ontologies by means of essential and descriptive characteristics, which are more intuitive to domain experts. For example, sewn is an essential characteristic of the garment exomis, whereas color is a descriptive one. Unlike descriptive characteristic, essential characteristic cannot be assigned a value. Its formalization requires a higher logic. Furthermore, the notion of ‘essential characteristic’ is a cornerstone for Conceptual Terminology in Specialized Languages. Conceptual Terminology distinguishes the definition of concepts (set of essential characteristics) from the description of objects (set of descriptive characteristics).

E. Ontologising cultural heritage

Last, in order to ontologise our terminology from the cultural heritage of ancient Greece we considered using relevant ISO standards, especially the ISO 1087-1 standard on vocabulary, theory and application of terminology, and the ISO 704 on principles and methods of terminology work. As already discussed these ISO standards are not operationalisable [11]. There is one ISO standard for the cultural heritage sector, which as will be shown below, our approach aims to extend. The vocabulary for the description of cultural objects was accepted as international standard ISO 21127 and is also known as CIDOC-CRM (Conseil International des Musées-Conceptual Reference Model) [24]-[25]. CIDOC-CRM does not specifically address the terminologies of the cultural heritage domain [26]. The same holds for other data models used in the cultural heritage and museum community, e.g., LIDO (Lightweight Information Describing Objects) [27] and EDM (Europeana Data Model) [28].

Due to the semantic richness and heterogeneity of cultural content and the distributed ways in which this content is created by domain experts, cultural heritage is a field where semantic technologies should become the standard technology to use. While archaeology and classical studies have spearheaded the use of digital tools, they have been quite slow in adopting W3C standards, mainly due to the belief that the type of humanistic inquiry pursued in these fields cannot or should not be standardized [29]. The theory and practice of ontological representation and modelling of archaeological and, more broadly, cultural heritage material, needs to be informed by the epistemic traditions of the disciplines involved [30]. Models that capture information independently of linguistic and cultural variation can standardize this diversity by adding a formal layer to the data. Knowledge, even tacit knowledge, needs to be expressed in a language, either natural or artificial. Models to cover both the conceptual and the terminological aspects of this knowledge are definitely going to multiply in the near future [31]-[33].

In the domain of ancient Greek cultural heritage, efforts are made to produce new domain-specific standards, such as the standard for digital editions of texts inscribed on a range of materials, including stone and papyrus (EpiDoc, Epigraphic Documents in TEI-XML, Text Encoding Initiative - eXtensible Markup Language) [34], and the Standards of Networking Ancient Prosopographies (SNAP) [35]. Moreover, geo-ontologies, such as Pecialis [36] and Google Ancient Places [37] link space as place to ancient time, while datasets of ancient artefacts, such as coins [38] and pottery [39], can now be published as LOD (Linked Open Data). The formalization of terminological systems in the domain, however, remains at a nascent stage.

IV. THE ONTOTELEMINOLOGY APPROACH

The need to make terminologies that are meant for human communication machine-processable according to international de facto and de jure standards motivated the first machine-readable trilingual terminology of ancient Greek dress (in English, French, and Greek) [40]. Our approach set out to build a formal domain ontology and make the resulting structured data shareable on the web of data. To achieve this means dealing with the ambiguity of natural language in defining the concepts of the domain. A degree of formalization/standardization was achieved, first, by clearly distinguishing between the concept level (i.e., the stable domain knowledge) and the term level (i.e., the natural language that is used to name the domain concepts); second, by putting them into relation (i.e., linking the terms in different languages to their denoted concepts). This leads to combining ontology and terminology into the new paradigm of ontotermonomy [41]. An additional objective was to create a tool that lowers the barrier for users not familiar with knowledge engineering, both at the technical level and at the level of the logical theory adopted. When exporting in OWL essential characteristics are translated into classes; essential characteristics belonging to the same axis of analysis, therefore mutually exclusive, are translated into disjoint classes. There are different ways of translating essential characteristics into OWL. The use of classes is one of them. It is also possible to simulate a second order logic in considering essential characteristics as individuals [42].

V. TEDI SOFTWARE PLATFORM

The Tedi software platform was developed in VisualWorks at the University Savoie Mont-Blanc [1]. It supports both term standardization and customization. Standardization of terminologies relies upon expert agreement on domain knowledge, which is necessary for collaboration and rapid sharing of information.

Tedi relies on a theory of concept inspired by the ISO standards on terminology. It is based on the notion of essential characteristic. The essential characteristics are
grouped into *axes of analysis* (sets of exclusive essential characteristics, e.g., a garment can be either wrapped or attached; either worn directly on the skin or as an overgarment; etc.). The set of axes of analysis constitutes an ‘orthogonal base’ for the meaning of the concepts. The logical properties of the system are verified at every step of ontology building.

Such modelling of domain knowledge can be very finely structured knowledge in order to eventually support two types of queries: by means of words, and by means of concepts. In order to clearly distinguish between the different types of knowledge on which Tedi relies, we use the following conventions: concepts are written between angle brackets “< >”, whereas essential characteristics (also called “differences” in Tedi) are written between slashes “/…/”, and terms written between quotes “…”. For example, the term “exomis” denotes a type of objects associated to the following set of characteristics: /for man/, /around body/, /more than one part/, /with sewing/, /without sleeves/, /attached/, /one attachment/, /knee-length/, /unpleated/, /under/.

### A. Tedi Editors

Tedi’s rich architecture deploys two interconnected systems for the conceptual and linguistic dimensions. The *concept editor* allows to define essential characteristics, axes of analysis, attributes (descriptive characteristics), relations, and concepts. It also allows to update the ontology by inserting new concepts into the hierarchy. In order to help structure the system, Tedi automatically infers the possible generic concepts as well as the possible essential characteristics. The system’s in-built reasoner checks the compatibility of the essential characteristics in order to propose only those that are possible at a given moment. It also infers those that can be logically inferred and generates the formal definition of the concept, helping the expert to manage the combinatorial explosion (n axes of analysis made up of two exclusive essential characteristics potentially define 2^n concepts). If there is no concept corresponding to the set of essential characteristics denoted by a term, Tedi proposes to create a new concept and a new concept name based on the selected essential characteristics.

In the *term editor*, the user can: enter the terms in as many languages as needed, declare the status for each term (term status can be parameterized) and the part-of-speech for each term (choosing from: noun, verb, adjective, none), add contexts and notes. Tedi generates a pattern of definition for each term on the basis of the formal definition of the denoted concept. The system also calculates automatically the *terminological equivalents* across different languages, but also in a given language and for a given term the *terminological synonyms, terminological hypernyms* and *hyponyms* (two terms are *terminological synonyms* if and only if they denote the same concept).

### B. Export Formats

Tedi enables domain experts to capture domain knowledge, to express it formally regardless of their background in formal languages, and to export it into different formats, which, of course, are not equivalent. At its present version (version 1.1) Tedi exports in CSV (Comma Separated Values), HTML (both static and dynamic), JSON, and RDF / OWL.

### C. Use case: Conceptualizing Ancient Greek Garments

In the use case we present here the user needs to define the Greek dress multilingual ontotermology. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the modelling of the garment termed “ἐξομις” in ancient Greek, “exomis” in English and “exomide” in French. Textual and iconographic evidence has shown that the “exomis” is a male unpleated and sleeveless garment that covers the body down to the knees and is attached at one point of attachment.

The ontotermology building process, centered on essential characteristics, consists in five interrelated non-linear iterative tasks that the expert should take for every concept defined in the system.

Task 1: Go to Tedi Term editor: enter the terms to be defined in the language(s) we need. These terms can be given directly by the experts or from NLP tools for candidate term extraction. Define their Status (choosing from the following drop-down list: preferred, alternative, tolerated, not recommended, obsolete), and their PoS (Part-of-Speech) (choosing from: noun, verb, adjective, none).

Task 2: In Tedi Concept editor: define the essential characteristics and the axes of analysis. These essential characteristics are found out by identifying differences between objects.

Task 3: In Tedi Term editor: link the term to the concept. Select all the essential characteristics that you want associated with the term. If there is no corresponding concept, Tedi proposes to create a new one, whose name is constructed from the chosen essential characteristics. The set of characteristics that have been selected is its formal definition, i.e., its definition in a formal language imbedded in Tedi. The axes of analysis, their dependencies and the compatibility of the essential characteristics are managed by Tedi. The system automatically checks the compatibility of the defined essential characteristics thus guiding the expert by proposing only those that are possible at a given moment.

Task 4: In Tedi Concept editor: update the ontology by inserting the newly created concept into the conceptual system, i.e., by linking it hierarchically (or associatively) with other concepts, supplementing its description by the addition of descriptive characteristics, if necessary. Where appropriate, new concepts can be introduced for the purposes of organizing the conceptual system without there being any terms that designate them in the given linguistic system. In order to help structure the system, Tedi automatically infers the possible generic concepts for a given concept, i.e., their intensional definitions, consisting in all their essential characteristics, are included in the intensional definition of the concept.

Task 5: In Tedi Term editor: complete the definition of terms in different languages. To this end, Tedi proposes ‘patterned’ definitions in natural language on the basis of the formal definition of the concept denoted by the term and its terminological hypernym. It remains for the expert to
reformulate them syntactically and put them in their final form.

D. Validation

Going back to the example, the concept denoted by the term "exomis" is defined by the characteristics: / for man/, /around body/, /more than one part/, /without sewing/, / without sleeves/, / one attachment/, /knee-length/, / unplaited/, / runder/. This set of features constitutes the formal definition of the concept. Tedi automatically infers that this concept counts <Garment around body> and <Garment for man> among its possible generic concepts. The concept name proposed by Tedi is a concatenation of these characteristics: < Garment for man around body more than one part with sewing without sleeves attached one attachment knee-length unplaited under >. The definition for the term ‘exomis’ in English is: “Short and non-pleated garment for man, usually worn around the body directly on the skin, this sleeveless garment consists of two sewn pieces of cloth, attached on the left shoulder leaving naked the right shoulder and part of the chest”. The Greek-English Lexicon, also known as LSJ (Liddell Scott Jones), which is the standard dictionary for scholarly use defines exomis as “tunic with one sleeve”. A mere comparison of the two definitions illustrates the usefulness of the essential characteristics approach.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

To sum up, this paper presented a tool-assisted method for the ontologization of terminologies meant for human communication, so that they become interpretable also by machines. The approach and software presented here reflect the need for deeper semantics in the ontological part of a representation of reality, so that the represented part and the specialized language for human use can be more fully interpreted by machines. Tedi can be used to create multilingual terminological dictionaries of a domain containing definitions for terms in natural language, their canonical and inflected forms, and a wealth of related unstructured data in the form of notes, contexts of use, images, and videos. By combining ontology, terminology, and user-friendliness, Tedi software offers the possibility to enrich text-based data through semantic annotations. Ontoterminologies can be exported into different interchange formats including JSON and OWL. An ontoterminology mashup and server is currently under way.
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Figure 1. Modelling the conceptual dimension for example domain concept denoted by term “exomis” in Tedi Concept Editor.
Abstract—Estimating the semantic similarity between texts is of vital importance for a wide range of application scenarios in natural language processing. With the increasing availability of large text corpora, data-driven approaches like Word2Vec became quite successful. In contrast, semantic methods, which employ manually designed knowledge bases like ontologies lost some of their former popularity. However, manually designed knowledge can still be a valuable resource, since it can be leveraged to boost the performance of data-driven approaches. We introduce in this paper a novel hybrid similarity estimate based on fuzzy sets that exploits both word embeddings and a lexical ontology. As ontology we use Odenet, a freely available resource recently developed by the Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences. Our application scenario is targeted marketing, in which we aim to match people to the best fitting marketing target group based on short German text snippets. The evaluation showed that the use of an ontology did indeed improve the overall result in comparison with a baseline data-driven estimate.

Keywords—Odenet; Fuzzy sets; Targeted marketing; Histogram equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Market segmentation is one of the key tasks of a marketer. Usually, it is accomplished by clustering over demographic variables, geographic variables, psychographic variables and behaviors [1]. In this paper, we will describe an alternative approach based on unsupervised natural language processing. In particular, our business partner operates a commercial youth platform for the Swiss market, where registered members get access to third-party offers such as discounts and special events like concerts or castings. Actually, several hundred online contests per year are launched over this platform sponsored by other firms, an increasing number of them require the members to write short free-text snippets, e.g., to elaborate on a perfect holiday at a destination of their choice in case of a contest sponsored by a travel agency. Based on the results of a broad survey, the platform provider’s marketers assume six different target groups (called *milieus*) being present among the platform members. For each milieu (with the exception of the default milieu *special groups*) a keyword list was manually created to describe its main characteristics. For triggering marketing campaigns, an algorithm has been developed that automatically assigns each contest answer to the most likely target group: we propose the youth milieu as best match for a contest answer, for which the estimated semantic similarity between the associated keyword list and user answer is maximal. For the estimation of text relatedness, we devised a novel semantic similarity estimate based on a combination of word embeddings and Odenet, where the latter is a freely available lexical ontology recently developed by the Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences.

There is a multitude of existing approaches to estimate text similarity by means of ontologies. Liu and Wang [2] match each word of a text to a concept in an ontology and derive a vector representation for it consisting of its weighted one-hot-encoded hypernyms, hyponyms and the matched concept itself, where the weights are specified beforehand and assume the maximum value of 1 for the latter. An entire document can then be represented by the centroid vector of all words in the documents. As usual, the comparison with other documents can be accomplished by applying the cosine measure on the centroids. In contrast to Liu and Wang, Mabotuwana et al. [3] disregard the hyponyms for constructing the word vectors and set the weight of a hypernym to the inverse of the number of nodes on the shortest path in the ontology from the matched concept to this hypernym. A downside of this method is that simple path length count is quite unreliable in capturing semantic similarity, which is a finding of Resnik [4]. Therefore, he introduced the so-called information content (IC), which is the negative logarithm of the occurrence probability of a word and aims to compensate for differences of semantic similarities between nodes of taxonomy edges. The IC constitutes also the basis for several novel semantic similarity measures introduced by Lastra Díaz et al. [5], [6]. Mingxuan Liu and Xinghua Fan [7] propose to enrich texts with semantically related words (hypernyms) to improve the categorization of short Chinese texts, which is the approach, we want to follow here. But, in contrast to Mingxuan Liu and Xinghua Fan, we will not represent the words occurring in the texts by ordinary sets but instead by fuzzy sets, which allows us to incorporate word vectors in our similarity score. All the methods described so far return a single scalar value as similarity estimator. The approach of Oleshshuk and Pedersen however, derives a similarity vector, which represents the semantic similarities on different abstraction levels of the ontology as estimated by the Jaccard index [8].

An alternative method to estimate semantic similarity is the use of word embeddings. These embeddings are determined beforehand on a very large corpus typically using either the skip gram or the continuous bag of words variant of the Word2Vec model [9]. The skip gram method aims to predict
the textual surroundings of a given word by means of an artificial neural network. The influential weights of the one-hot-encoded input word to the nodes of the hidden layer constitute the embedding vector. For the so-called continuous bag of words method, it is just the opposite, i.e., the center word is predicted by the words in its surrounding. Alternatives to Word2Vec are GloVe [10], which is based on aggregated global word co-occurrence statistics and the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [11], in which each word is represented by the column vector in the tf-idf matrix over Wikipedia. The idea of Word2Vec can be transferred to the level of sentences as well. In particular, the so-called Skip-Thought Vector model [12] derives a vector representation of the current sentence by predicting the surrounding sentences. Again, a similarity estimate can be obtained by applying the cosine measure on the embeddings centroids of the two documents to compare. There is some former work to devise similarity estimates combining ontologies and word embeddings. The approach of Faruqui et al. [13] aims to retrofit the embedding vectors in such a way that related words with respect to the employed ontology have preferably similar vector representations. Goikoetxea et al. [14] generate random walks on WordNet to extract sequences of concepts. These sequences are then fed into the ordinary Word2Vec to create (ontology) embeddings vectors. They evaluated several possibilities to combine such vectors with word embeddings like averaging or concatenating them. A downside of this approach in comparison with our proposed estimate is that at least one million of such random walks must be generated to obtain sufficiently reliable results. So, the required format conversion, which needs to be repeated for every change in the ontology, is quite time-consuming.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Our proposed methodology is described in Section II. Section III introduces the Odnet ontology and compares it with GermaNet. In Section IV we investigate, how similarity estimates can be combined that exhibit very different probability distributions. The evaluation is contained in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI with an overview of the accomplished results and possible future work.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A straightforward and simple method to estimate the similarity between two texts is applying the Jaccard index on their bag of words representations [15]. This coefficient is given as:

$$jacc(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} \tag{1}$$

where A (B) is the set of words of the first (second) text. While this approach works reasonably well for long texts, it usually fails for short text snippets since in this case it is very likely that all overlaps are caused by very common words (typical stop words), which are actually irrelevant for estimating text similarity. One possibility to increase the number of overlaps is to extend the two texts by means of an ontology [7], i.e., adding the words from the ontology to a text that are semantically close (hence reachable by a short path) to the words of that text. In particular, we decided to add all synonyms, hyponyms and the direct hypernyms of all words appearing in the investigated text. Hereby we follow the hypothesis of Rada et al. [16], which states that taxonomic relations are sufficient to capture semantic similarity between ontology concepts. Note that hyponyms and hypernyms may not be uniquely defined since a single word can occur in several synsets. In principle, there are two possibilities to deal with this situation:

- Use hyponyms / hypernyms of all possible synsets for the expansion
- Employ a Word Sense Disambiguation to select only the synset that corresponds to the intended meaning of the word. The drawback of this approach is that especially with short text snippets, the Word Sense Disambiguation might choose the incorrect synset, which can result in missing overlaps and therefore inexact similarity estimates.

Currently, we use possibility one but consider possibility two for a future version of our approach.

The two sets used in the Jaccard index are crisp, which means that all words are treated alike. However, the words that are newly induced by the ontology are probably less reliable for capturing the semantics of the text than the original words. Furthermore, not all of the newly introduced words are equally relevant. However, our current model cannot capture those relationships. Therefore, we extend our set representation to allow for fuzziness, i.e., we employ fuzzy sets instead of conventional crisp sets.

For conventional sets, the decision whether an element belongs to this set is always crisp, i.e., it can uniquely be decided if an element belongs to this set or not. This is different from a fuzzy set, where the membership of an element can be partial. In particular, each fuzzy set is assigned a real-valued function \( \mu : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) (X: all potential elements of our set) assuming values in the interval [0,1] and specifying the degree of membership for all elements. If this membership function only assumed the values 0 or 1, the fuzzy set would actually be equivalent to a conventional set.

Set union and intersection are also defined in terms of fuzzy sets, namely in the following way:

$$\mu_{A \cap B} = \min\{\mu_A, \mu_B\} \tag{2}$$

$$\mu_{A \cup B} = \max\{\mu_A, \mu_B\}$$

The capacity of a fuzzy set is defined as the total sum over all membership values:

$$|F| = \sum_{x \in X} \mu_F(x)$$

By transferring our method to fuzzy sets, the applied similarity measure, the Jaccard index, stays unchanged. The only difference is that we compare fuzzy sets with each other and not any more conventional sets. What remains is to define the membership function. Let \( Cent(A) \) be the word embeddings centroid of our original words. We then define the membership function \( \mu \) as follows:

$$\mu(w) := (\max\{0, \cos(\angle(Cent(A), Emb(w)))\})^i$$

where \( Emb(w) \) is the embedding vector of a word \( w \) and the use of the maximum operator prevents the membership value from being complex. The exponent \( i \) allows us to gradually adjust the influence of the word embeddings. Full influence is obtained by setting \( i \) to one. In contrast, the influence diminishes if \( i \) is set to zero.

Our similarity estimate is then used to assign user answers of several online contests to the best fitting youth milieu, which
TABLE I. EXAMPLE USER ANSWER FOR THE TRAVEL DESTINATION CONTEST (TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Ride through the desert and marveling at Petra during sunrise before the arrival of tourist buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cook Island</td>
<td>Snorkeling with whale sharks and relaxing on the beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Experience an awesome week at the Burning Man Festival</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are progressive postmodern youth (people primarily interested in culture and arts), young performers (people striving for a high salary with a strong affinity to luxury goods), freestyle action sportsmen, hedonists (rather poorly educated people who enjoy partying and disco music) and conservative youth (traditional people with a strong concern for security). A sixth milieu called special groups comprises all those who cannot be assigned to one of the upper five milieus. For each milieu (with the exception of special groups) a keyword list was manually created to describe its main characteristics. For triggering marketing campaigns, an algorithm has been developed that automatically assigns each contest answer to the most likely target group: we propose the youth milieu as best match for a contest answer, for which the estimated semantic similarity between the associated keyword list and user answer is maximal. In case the highest similarity estimate falls below the 10 percent quantile for the distribution of highest estimates, the special groups milieu is selected.

The ontology we employ for our similarity estimate is Odenet, which is a freely available lexical resource recently developed by the Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences and will be explained in more detail in the next section.

III. ODENET ONTOLOGY

Freely available machine-readable lexical ontologies for German are rather sparse. On the one hand, there are websites like Wiktionary and Open-Thesaurus, which are targeted at human users. A lot of work would have to be spent to bring the associated resources in a form that can be efficiently exploited by a computer. On the other hand, there is GermaNet [17], which is suitable both for human users as well as for automated processing. However, GermaNet is no free resource. While it may be freely used in purely academic projects, as soon as industry partners are involved, the academic license is no longer eligible and the project partners have to sign a commercial license agreement.

The lexical ontology Odenet [18][19] is devised to fill this gap. It has been automatically compiled from the Open-Thesaurus, Wiktionary, and the Open Multilingual WordNet English. Afterwards, it was manually error-checked and applied to comprehensive revisions. Similar to WordNet, semantic concepts are represented by synsets, which are interconnected by linguistic and semantic relations like hyponymy, hypernymy, meronymy, holonymy and antonymy. In total, it currently contains 120012 lexical entries and 36192 synsets. The entire resource is available as an XML file, which can be obtained at Github [20]. We found Odenet very easy to use and well-designed.

IV. COMBINING SIMILARITY SCORES

Besides our ontology based measure, we implemented a whole bunch of other measures like ESA, cosine of word embeddings centroids, Skip-Thought vectors, etc. Usually, a stronger and more reliable similarity estimate can be obtained by combining measures. One possibility for that is majority vote, i.e., suggesting the class that most of the measures suggest. One drawback of majority vote is that the individual measures should be of comparable performance and that we need at least three of them. Furthermore, a majority vote only returns a decision for one of the classes but no (numerical) score. However, we actually need such a score to determine the 10 percent quantile (cf. previous section). An alternative to a majority vote is a weighted average. Albeit, there is again an obstacle. While all our semantic similarity estimates assume values between zero and one (Note that the cosine of word embeddings centroids can assume (usually small) negative values as well.), their distributions can be quite different (see Figure 1). Consider the case, we would like to combine cosine of word embeddings centroids and our ontology based similarity measure by a weighted sum. The first type of estimate is normally distributed and covers almost the entire value range. However, although in principle our ontology based similarity estimate can reach the value of 1, most of its values are located inside the interval [0,0.1]. To make both estimates comparable with each other, we are conducting a histogram equalization to them prior to their combination. Such an equalization levels out the relative occurrence frequencies of estimate intervals, so that the resulting values are approximately uniformly distributed. This is accomplished by transforming the similarity estimates using their cumulative probability distribution function cdf. Formally, an estimate s is mapped to the value cdf(s). One downside of our method is that the resulting similarity estimate is probably biased. However, in our scenario, we are not so much interested in the actual value of our estimate but instead focus mainly on the correct ranking of target groups. Thus, the modification of the estimate’s probability distribution is unproblematic.

V. EVALUATION

For evaluation, we selected three online contests (language: German), where people elaborated on their favorite travel destination (contest 1, see Table I for an example), speculated about potential experiences with a pair of fancy sneakers.
TABLE II. Obtained accuracy values for several similarity estimates. Odenet+Emb.: Linear combination of our ontology based measure with cosine of word embeddings centroids. RW=RANDOM WALK BASED METHOD PROPOSED BY GOIKOETXEA ET AL. [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word2Vec Centroids</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip-Thought Vectors</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odenet</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odenet+Emb.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odenet (crisp)+Emb.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odenet+Emb.+Mero.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Minimum and maximum average inter-annotator agreements (Cohen’s kappa).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Contest</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min kappa</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.295/0.030</td>
<td>0.110/0.101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. kappa</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.345/0.149</td>
<td>0.114/0.209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| # Annotated entries | 1543 | 100 | 100 |

TABLE IV. Corpus sizes measured by number of words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th># Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Wikipedia</td>
<td>651 880 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurter Rundschau</td>
<td>34 325 073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News journal 20 Minutes</td>
<td>8 629 955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the Word2Vec vector representation, we actually conduct two comparisons for the Word2Vec centroids based similarity estimate, one with the unchanged user contest answers and one by capitalizing every word beforehand. The final similarity estimate is then given as the maximum value of both individual estimates. For our proposed ontology based similarity estimate, we use the parameter settings \( i := 0.5 \) and weights of linear combination: 0.5, which performed best in several experiments with varying parameter values. Setting \( i \) to 0.5 seems to us as a good compromise between considering only the ontology structure \( (i = 0) \) and fully weighting the word embedding vectors \( (i = 1) \). Furthermore, we evaluated enriching the input texts with meronyms in addition to taxonomic relations, which slightly decreased the obtained accuracy (Odenet+Emb.+Mero. in Table II).

The Word2Vec word embeddings were trained on the German Wikipedia (dump originating from 20 February 2017) merged with a Frankfurter Rundschau newspaper corpus and 34,249 articles of the news journal 20 minutes, where the latter is targeted to the Swiss market and freely available at various Swiss train stations (see Table IV for a comparison of corpus sizes). By employing articles from 20 minutes, we want to ensure the reliability of word vectors for certain Switzerland specific expressions like Velo or Glace, which are underrepresented in the German Wikipedia and the Frankfurter Rundschau corpus.

The evaluation shows that although our ontology based method lags behind cosine of Word2Vec centroids in terms of accuracy, their linear combination performs considerably better than both of the methods alone. Furthermore, it outperforms both its crisp counterpart (exponent \( i = 0 \)) and the approach of Goikoetxea et al. if applied to Odenet, used with 100 million random walk restarts, and combined with Word2Vec Word Embeddings by vector concatenation (RW in Table II). Quite striking is the poor performance of our approach on contest 2. Further analysis revealed that in several cases the correct youth milieu in this contest was indicated by only one word that was either a town name (“Basel”) or a rather rare noun that are not contained in Odenet.

Note that the Odenet ontology is still under active development and contains several gaps in the semantic relations. For instance, it comprises no hyponyms of sports, which makes it difficult to correctly assign people to the freestyle action sportsman target group. Another downside is that Odenet contains no inflected forms so far. Thus we have to employ a lemmatizer in order to identify hyponyms and hypernyms for such word forms. However, the German model shipped with this lemmatizer is of rather mediocre quality. Therefore, we are currently building a suitable dataset to retrain the lemmatizer.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a similarity estimate based both on word embeddings and the Odenet ontology. In contrast to most state-of-the-art methods, it can directly employ the given ontology format. Time consuming format conversions are not necessary, which simplifies its usage significantly. The application scenario is targeted marketing, in which we aim to match people to the best fitting marketing target group based on short German text snippets. The evaluation showed that the obtained accuracy of a baseline method considerably increases if combined by a linear combination with our ontology based
estimate. As future work we want to employ additional semantic relations besides hyponyms, synonyms, antonyms, and meronyms like holonyms or antonyms. Furthermore, all the model parameters are currently manually specified. It would be preferable to determine them automatically by the use of grid search or more sophisticated Artificial Intelligence methods like Bayesian search [21]. Finally, we want to experiment with other types of hierarchically ordered lexical resources, which are not necessarily ontologies, like the Wikipedia category taxonomy.
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